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ABSTRACT
CHURCH HEALTH AND CHURCH GROWTH AMONG GENERAL
ASSOCIATION OF GENERAL BAPTIST CHURCHES

BY
James Kinder
The purpose of this study, as part of a group dissertation project, was to describe
the relationship between church health and church growth focusing on the specific
characteristics of empowering leadership and passionate spirituality. The particular
context of this study was General Association of General Baptist. The participants were
given a researcher-designed questionnaire.
The findings of this study demonstrated a positive relationship between church
health and church growth. Spiritual disciplines, church and personal demographics
proved to have a positive relationship to the perceived health of the individual
congregations.
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CHAPTER 1
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
Background
I was rather upset the day the letter fiom W h o r e , Kentucky arrived. My hopes
and dreams were resting upon the contents of that letter. Kim and I had prayed about this
day for the past six months. When I arrived home, she announced that we had received
the letter. She had already opened it, and by her looks I knew what it said. The contents
ofthe letter did not upset me; rather, in my childlike seltishness I wanted to open it.
Needless to say, we were elated to be accepted in the Beeson Scholarship
Program. The scholarship meant a new direction in ministry. I have been a General
Baptist for my entire ministry career. The General Baptist is a small,rural denomination.

I was looking for other larger groups of churches fiom which I could learn. I believed the
Beeson program would be my doorway to those groups.
When we arrived in Kentucky, I met ministers from those “bigger and better”
denominations. I have also had the privilege of visiting some of the growing star
churches. I found the grass is not any greener on the other side of the fence. In fact, I
began to see that General Baptists were rather similar to most evangelical churches. In
the findings of church growth experts, plateaued and declining churches are not a
respecter of denominations.
The enormous problem of plateaued and declining churches affects everyone from
denominational officials to the person who has yet to enter the church door. “The vast
majority of Christian churches in America are either stagnant or declining. Relatively
few of the nation’s approximate 360,000+ protestant congregations are increasing the
number of people [in attendance] by at least 10 percent a year” (Bama 15). Of the
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ChwCheS in America today 80, percent are plateaued andor declining. Of the other 20
Percent, 19 percent or more are growing by transfer, and perhaps as little as less than 1
percent are growing by conversion (Hunter, Personal interview).
The thought that General Baptists were not alone was not very comforting. My
heart was heavy because as a group, General Baptists mirror those numbers. Yet, I know

&ompersonal experience that God has used General Baptist people for his glory. I
believed that God still wanted to use General Baptist to M h e r his kingdom.

A model for effective ministry was needed. Once a barrier has been broken, the
next group will 6nd the barrier easier to break. For example the year after the runner
Roger Bannister broke the four-minute mile barrier, thirty-seven others broke the barrier.
The year after that, three hundred runners broke the barrier (Maxwell, Developing
Leaders Around, 35). When the Beulah Alliance Church of Edmonton, Canada broke
through the two thousand attendance barrier, it had a positive effect on the other Christian

Missionary Alliance churches in that area (Taylor).
If the General Baptist people could see the areas of ministry effectiveness, they

would be inspired to even greater ministerial accomplishments. Ministry effectiveness,
not simply size, needs to be the focus. How can ministry effectiveness be measured?
Certainly, size is one criterion needed. An effective ministry witl produce disciples.
Each disciple is represented in worship attendance. So one could theorize that a small
church is not an effective church because the worship attendance is not increasing. Could

a church be effective in one or two areas while still not seeing an increase in worship
attendance?
Schwarz points to eight Church health characteristics that can be used to measure
a Church’s effectiveness (Natural 12-13). He states a Church increases health by using
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its strengths to develop its weakness (1 16-17). Therefore, a Church could be healthy in
only one or two areas. By finding and identifjring these areas, one could then use them to
build a successfid whole.
Other lists of Church health characteristics exist. Ken Hemphill has discovered
eight health characteristics (vii). Stephen Macchia identified ten health characteristics
(23). Church health is an issue that needs to be addressed within the General Baptist
churches. If one can uncover the stronger health characteristics for General Baptists, then
one could begin to see where their strengths lie. Then by using one’s strengthens, one
can design programs to build up one’s weaknesses thus strengthening the entire
organization (Drucker 98; Schwarz, Natural 116-17). A healthy Church is one in which
every health characteristic is functioning at an acceptable level.
Denominational Context

On 27 September 1600, John Smyth was ordained as a clergy of the Church of
England. He was appointed lecturedpreacher of a nonconformist church in London,
beginning the first General Baptist movement. In 1606, Smyth moved to Holland with a
number of followers. The early churches formed from the movement were Arminian in
theology because they believed in general atonement for all humankind (Latch 72). In
the mid-1600s a division arose between the Baptists in England, Arminan (General) and
Calvinistic (Particular). The definjng differences revolved around open communion and
election of saints.
Roger Williams became the most prominent General Baptist pastor in the colonies
in 1639 (Latch 100). However, great dissension did harm to the churches through the
years. When “laying on of hands” became an ordinance in equal weight to baptism,
many churches joined with the Calvinist Baptist. Through this and other schisms,
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General Baptists from England for all practical purposes disappeared (102).
Today’s General Association of General Baptist finds their roots in Benoni
Stinson. As a child, Stinson grew up in North Carolina where he might have associated
with the English General Baptist. However, no account of that happening is recorded.
On 1 November 1821,Stinson was ordained to the ministry by the United Baptist
Church. According to their articles of faith, they did not forbid the preaching that “Jesus
tasted death for every man” (Latch 119), general atonement. He became the pastor of the
Liberty Church in Wayne County, Kentucky. Soon, Stinson moved to Vanderburgh
County, Indiana where he began the New Hope Church. However, the Wabash
Association, to which Stinson belonged, denied their members the right to preach general
atonement. Following a number of unsuccessful attempts to fiee himselfto be able to
preach the doctrine of general atonement, he formed the Liberty Church in 1823. He was
not an original member, but he was the first pastor. Article 9 of the Article of Faith of
Liberty church stated, “We believe that Jesus Christ, by the grace of God tasted death for
every man” beginning the modern General Association of General Baptist (123-24).
Today more than eight hundred churches are associated with the movement. In
1997 the total stateside membership was 64,477 with an average worship attendance of
sixty. The largest church averaged 509 in morning worship. The next leading five

churches averaged in the three hundreds. The next twelve averaged in the two hundreds
(Black 11).
General Baptists are regionally located in the Midwest and find their roots in rural
settings. Like most denominations, our churches as a whole are in a state of plateau and
decline. With the distinctive evangelistic fervor of the founder, church growth should be
a natural outgrowth of the movement. Since Christ tasted death for all,all need to be
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brought into the fold. However, the church attendance numbers and the numbers of
conversions do not describe the desire of seeing people saved.
The movement continued to spread and develop in Indiana, Kentucky, Ihois,
Missouri, and Arkansas. These churches joined together somewhat along geographical
boundaries in local associations. Ordination authority rests within the presbytery of the
Iocal association (Latch 197-205).

Problem Summary
Looking at the General Baptist as a whole summarizes the problem. Historically,
General Baptist has been a rural denomination. Their reach was limited to the distance of

a team of horses and a wagon. Today, the potential exists of growing strong, effective
churches. Some churches are making in-roads towards that goal, but the majority of
General Baptist churches are plateaued or declining, creating low morale among the
membership.

Theological Foundations
This study focused on shalom as a characteristic of God, the people of God, and
the Church. Shalom is technically defined as peace, wholeness, harmony, reconciliation,
health, and well-being in both material and spiritual aspects of life (Driver 70). For the
purpose of this study, I focused on the aspects of shalom that culminates in a relationship
with Jesus Christ and is seen as wholeness, health, functionality, completeness, and
blessing (Achtemeier 823; Keber 11-12).
God characterizes shalom. At the very heart of creation is the shalom-making
spirit we call God. In him, all things were complete. Sin destroyed shalom. However,
God’s intention is still to bring all things to completeness. As clearly seen through the
life and ministry of Jesus Christ. Jesus prays for all his followers in John 17: 2 1,that
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they m y be one with the Father. Unity is the very essence of wholeness, shalom.
Throughout the Old Testament, Israel was a people in covenant relationship with
Yahweh. Through this covenant God instituted a relationship with his people. The fruit
of the covenant was shalom. Jeremiah 29: 11 translate the M t , shalom, as welfase. The
people experienced wholeness, completeness with God. Likewise, Israel was to be a
mediator of the covenant with those outside the comunity. Through Abraham (Israel)
the entire world would be blessed.
The Church is God’s instrument o f shalom. Through the many metaphors used in
the New Testament for the Church one learned that the Church is to characterize shalom.

Shalom is seen as a sense o f completeness within the body o f Christ. The task of the
Church is to offer shalom to all nations through Jesus Christ.
In order for the Church to be the Church, it must exhibit the characteristics of

shalom. At the same time, it needs to be an instrument ofshalom to the world. The
Church’s task will be operationalized through the eight quality characteristics identified
in this study.

The Purpose
The purpose of this study was to describe the relationship between church health
and church growth in the General Association o f General Baptist. The study is part of a
research team study consisting of Brian Law, Scott McKee, Keith Taylor and me. The
purpose was accomplished through a collaborative set of quality characteristics as drawn
from a thorough literature review by the research team. A corresponding survey tool was
created. Each researcher collected growth measures i?om each of the church’s studied
including the rate of change in weekend worship attendance, baptisms, conversion, and
membership calculated over a five year time span. The goal of the study was to identifL
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areas of health chminant in the General Baptist churches and to identi@those areas
needing to be strengthened. Knowing the strengths gives the denomination a foundation
for celebration. The weaknesses give the denomination direction for programming
changes. The information is also helpfhl in developing strategic plans for the next five to
ten years.
Research Questions
In order to fUlfill the purpose of the study, the following research questions were
designed.

1.

How do GAGB churches rate on each of the eight Beeson Church Health
Characteristics?

2.

How does the health of the surveyed churches correlate to church growth
over the past five years?

3.

What are the contextual factors, apart fi-omthe eight Beeson Church
Health Characteristics, that have influenced church growth?
Definition of Terms

In the study, the principal terms were defined as follows.
Natural Church Development (nco) is an approach to Church growth based on
the premise that God causes the growth and that all humans endeavors should be focused
on releasing the “divine growth automatism” by which God grows his Church (Schwarz,
Natural 12).

Quality Beeson Health Characteristics are the aspects of church health, which
when taken together, can be used to diagnose the health of a church. For the purpose of
this study, the characteristics are empowering leadership, passionate spirituality,
authentic community, functional structures, transforming discipleshlp, engaging worship,
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intentional evangelism, and mobilized laii. These characteristics work through a
system approach to keep the fhctioning ofa church in balance.

Growth Was the rate of change of the average number of persons attending the
principal weekend worship services each year.

Health was defined negatively as the lack of sickness or disease. Positively
health was a low presence of eight characteristics or a balance or “harmonious interplay”

of the quality characteristics.
Methodology
This study was an evaluative study in the descriptive mode that utilizes a
researcher-designed questionnaire.
Population and Sample
The population consisted of the churches from the General Association of General
Baptist (GAGB) who have regular contact with the Congregation Ministries department

of General Baptist. The goal was to have at least one hundred GAGB churches participate

in the study. The number of participants from each church was determined according to
the size of the congregation’s adult worship attendance. The results of the survey created

a “snapshot” of those churches sampled and their relative health. Each church’s health
index was compared to their growth statistics to find if any Correlation between health
and growth exists.

Variables
The dependent variable of the study was church growth. Rate of church growth
was operationalized as weekend worship attendance, baptism, conversions, and
membership for the five-year time period of 1995-1999The independent variable of the study was the Beeson quality characteristics of a
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healthy church.
Intervening variables of the subjects include spiritual disciplines, personal
demographics, and church demographics. Spiritual disciplines were personal devotions,

f d Y devotio~,ministry involvement, prayer, sharing of faith, bible study, and other
disciplines. €krsonal demographics were church membership, number of years involved

in their particular church, frequency of worship attendance, percentage of money given to
the church, participation in a small group or ministry team, other church involvement,
perception of cornmUnity (i.e., growing, plateaued, declining), age, gender, martial status,
and number of children. Church demographics were tenure of senior pastor, age of
facility, adequacy of facility size, community growth, adequacy of s t f i g , and
population of community.
Instrumentation

A researcher-designed questionnaire was developed through an extensive
literature review in correlation with other dissertation team members. The instrument has
fiy-five questions answered on a five-point Likert scale. Twelve demographic questions
for each participant were given. A key church leader completed a separate questionnaire
consisting of eight pieces of statistical information.
The project assessed the current growth trend of the church. Each church in the
sample submitted worship attendance numbers over the previous five years. The church
health indicators were compared to the church growth statistics to establish whether a
comelation between church health and church growth exists.
Data Collection
Contact was m d e with the Executive Director of General Baptists enlisting his
approval for the project. Contact was also made with the director of Congregational
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Ministries for the GAGB. Both offered their support. The director of Congregational
Ministries offered his office to serve as the main mechanism for enlisting participatory
churches in this study.
A three-phase approach was used to recruit churches. First, the research taught the
church health material at the annual church growth coderence for GAGB churches. A
church health questionnaire was distributed to church leaders who attended the
evangelism conference at Owensboro, Kentucky. Detailed instructions were given to the
leader regarding the administration of the survey tooI. Second, through the Congregation
Ministries newsletter, an article was published offering a fi-ee church health survey to any
GAGB church. Third, personal contact was made to prospective churches that wished to
participate.
The information was collected and returned to Asbury Theological Seminary.
There, the data was processed and compiled. The k&ormation was used to determine the
health of each individual church studied and the overall health of the sample group.
Delimitation and Generalizability
The study measured church health indicators along with church growth indicators
by focusing on the Beeson quality characteristics of church health. The project was
limited to those churches that participated in the study. Therefore the findings of the
study had direct implication for those churches involved. The study was generalized only
to those churches. However, due to the homogeneity of most GAGB churches, the
findings have applications in other GAGB churches.
Correlations were found between qualitative church health and quantitative
church growth. Exceptions did exist such as extenuating circumstances or unusual
problems in the life of individual churches beyond the control of the study that could
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have influenced church health.
Overview
Chapter 2 reviews selected literature and research pertinent to the study.
Contemporary writings on church health and systems theory were examined. A list of
quality characteristics of church health is defined. Chapter 3 presents a detailed
explanation regarding the design of the project, the research methods, and the methods of
data analysis. Chapter 4 presents the &dings of the study. Chapter 5 reports major

findings of the study and practical applications that flow out of these findings.
Suggestions are offered for fixther inquiry.
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CHAPTER 2

THE REVIEW OF ]RELATED LITERATURE
A study to describe the health of GAGB churches calls for the exploration of

several issues in the literature review. A biblical understanding of the Church must be
the guiding principle for the study of church health. In the church health movement,
health is what is looked upon as being whole or complete in all areas. I have chosen to
use the biblical understanding of wholeness in studying the Church. The concept is
rooted in the word shalom. One of the biblical definitions of the word health is shalom.
Therefore, church will be approached fi-om the biblical construct of shalom. The
literature review begins by understanding God as a God of shalom and then moves to
understanding the Church as his institution of shalom.
Next, a brief scan of church history seeks to lay the groundwork for the modern
church growth movement. Historic and contemporary models of church Me are explored

in relationship to shalom. Then the review examines the modern church growth
movement and the transition to the church health movement. Finally, I examine in detail
the quality characteristics of empowering leadership and passionate spirituality.
Followed by a summary of the remaining six characteristics.
Limits to the Literature Review
The Bible presents an enormous amount of material related to the theme of

shalom. For the purposes of delimitation, the review focuses specifically on the
definition and examples of shalom related to wholeness and health. Theological
reflection and models of the church likewise focus on the idea of wholeness and function.
Due to the need to focus the study, the vast field of church growth material will be
only briefly mentioned. Much of the church growth movement material has laid a
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foundation for the study of church health. Therefore, a number of the key thinkers in the
church growth field are reviewed for the study; however, the large body of church growth
material per se will not be reviewed.
One particular church health scholar is examined in some detail. Christian
Schwarz’s Natural Church Development, with its eight quality characteristics, has proven
to be foundational in the church health movement. Likewise, these concepts of church
health wiU be related to Rick Warren’s The Purpose Driven Church. Other church health
authors include Macchia, Hemphill, McIntosh, and Towns and Bird.

Finally, entire bodies of literature exist for each of the eight quality
characteristics. This study explores the disciplines of empowering leadership and
passionate spirituality.’ Brief summations of the other characteristics follow.
Biblical Images of Shalom

Shalom is examined as it relates to the character of God, the Old Testament
people of God, and the New Testament Church. The root word is slm. In the scriptures
116 occurrences of the verb form of the root word are found. Likewise 358 occurrences

of the noun form of the root word (Jenni 1338) are found in the scriptures. SZm’s
definition is soundness, complete, well-being (Tenny 666). The concept of requital
underlies all forms of the root slm (Jenni 1340).
Definition of Shalom

Shalom is a word pressed with deep theological meaning. Throughout the whoIe
of the Bible instances are found revealing elements of understanding of shalom. Care
must be given so that one does not contine the meaning of shalom to only one scripture;

1

Brian Law explores engaging worship and transforming discipleship. Scott McKee explores mobilized
laity and intentional evangelism. Keith Taylor explores effective structures and authentic community.
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rather, the fbll understanding of shalom is found in the whole of scripture culminating
with Jesus Christ. The following discussion of shalom begins in the Old Testament
where one beg& to see the understanding ofshalom unfold. Exploration is then made
into the New Testament understanding leading up into the hlfilknent of shalom in Jesus

Christ. Then shalom is examined in the life of the early church. The discussion
concludes with an examination of shalom as wholeness in the church.

Shalom is a general Semitic term. Rarely, is such a word found in the biblical
narrative that has a common use and can also has a concentrated religious content far
above the level of the average conception (Kittel402). The common use is a vision of
peace, which goes far beyond the mere absence of war (Keber 7; Payne 429). In the
Semitic World, the word is almost universally understood as having a broad meaning
with particular reference to “good fortune” and “well-being” (Jenni 1339). The range of
meaning includes completeness, soundness, wholeness, welfare, peace, soundness of
health, prosperity, tranquility, contentment, security, fiiendship, and related ideals 0;.
Brown, Driver, and Briggs 1022@ Kittel402Q.

Shalom refers to the ‘tvhole” state of humankind that cannot be overthrown by
violence or misfortune (Kittel407). This concept of totality surrounding shalom includes
a healthy harmonious life and the hll development of a healthy psyche (Jenni 1339).
Jenni states that shalom is both an internal and external concept. One who experiences

shalom has found a totality and sufficiency in all areas of life including h e r satisfaction
(1343).

Old Testament Usage
The Old Testament definition of shalom can be seen in three different categories.
The fist and most basic meaning has to do with material blessing, which is further
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defined as the absence of conflict, blessings, completeness, productivity, bodily health,
national prosperity, and overall well-being (Kittel402; Zodhiates 5 19; F. Brown, Driver,
and Briggs 1022; Tenny 666). In this sense, shalom is seen in terms of a state of wellbeing (Kittel405). Prosperity, of a material sort, was normally associated with God’s
covenantal promises or with projections of his presence (Tenny 666; Achtemeier 823).
Characteristic of the Old Testament, even the most mundane aspects of life were related
to the judgements of God; therefore, the material blessings came through a relationship
with God. Shalom always implies or presumes some kind of relational agreement (Jenni
1344).
Examples of the first category are found when shalom is used as a positive verb
pointing to Yahweh’s rewarding and blessing of his people (Prov. 25:22). Here, the word
is translated “reward.” The verb can also denote the bringing of something to completion
or fulfillment. In Isaiah 44:26, shalom wiU be found when the cities of Judah will be
rebuilt. When the cities are completed, they will be able to produce the material
blessings of shalom. Here the idea is to make the work of the servants fertile and
productive. Isaiah 38:12 speaks of King Hezekiah’s illness as that which will make him
complete; it will bring him to the fdfiknent of his life, shalom.
The second category denotes a relationship more than a state (Kittel402). One
sees this as a movement &om the mteriaVphysica1 blessing to that which is ethically
good (407). Paul Achtemeier likens this shalom to righteousness (823). Merrill Tenny
uses the phrase “psychological understanding of well-being” (666). The picture here is
one of quiet tranquility and contentment (666).
Examples of this expression of shalom are found in Isaiah 32: 17, 18. Here the
effects of righteousness will be shalom, quietness and confidence forever. Shalom is also
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seen attached to a person’s home. Jeremiah refers to a “safe [peacefuil hd”
(125) and
to “peacehl folds” (25:37). This shalom is available only when the Spirit of God is
present (Tenny 666).
A third and findcategory of shalom includes the awareness of God’s presence

and power. Here, the awareness of God creates a sense of wholeness and success in the
life of a person. This sense of shalom is destroyed by sin (Tenny 666). Shalom is the
inner good that comes from God in this age and continues on in the age to come (Kittel
408). “The Old Testament writers felt that God creates peace in heavenly spheres, high
above all human affairs, and is both the pledge of peace to man and the giver of peace,
which appears as human prosperity and wholeness of He” (Tenny 666). This peace is
sometimes seen as an eschatologicalhope of shalom, bringing about a harmonious state

of mind (667).
Examples of shaZom are found in Isaiah 54: 1Off and Jeremiah 29: 11E The peace
is offered in the technical form of a covenant of peace. The present is stressed; however,
the fbture is also stressed. Peace would include some of the aspects of the first two
categories. Taken a step farther shalom is an eschatological peace bringing the hope of
the physical comforts to come (Tenny 667). Therefore a true prophet was one who could
speak of a spiritual peace even ifthe material evidences did not come (667).
Many nuances of meaning for the word shalom exist. The overall concept of

shalom is clearly based on a relationship with God. The relationship brings about some
type of blessing. This blessing may range fiom a physical object to a deep, h e r
satisfaction. The blessing may come in the present age or in an eschatological age to
come. When shalom is present, a harmonious inner working of all the parts exists. The
harmonious inner working of all parts is the principal meaning of shalom.
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New Testament Usage
We find the fik6llment ofshalom in Jesus Christ. In the Septuagint, the Greek
word eirene is used for shalom. The New Testament authors use the same Greek term.
The term connotes similar Semitic meanings with the exception of reward and retribution
(VanGerneren 134; Payne 429; Spicq 427). Paul Achtemeier gives one major difference
between the shalom of the Old Testament and the eirene of the New Testament. “The
association between peace and material prosperity found in the Old Testament is not
stressed in the New Testament; rather, the connection between peace and spiritual
blessing. Peace occurs in association with righteousness (grace, mercy, love, joy, and
life)’’ (823).
Spiros Zodhiates finds the word shalom in the New Testament world; eirene has
both secular and religious meaning. The secular word defined a political and social
phenomenon, the state of not being at war. Harmonization was peace. Not only was it
the absence of war, it was also the organization of tranquility in the hture, wealth,
termination of banditry, opportunity €or all happiness, prosperity, and health (519).
Jesus used the f d a r greeting or farewell of peace. However he had a diflFerent
connotation than the simple tranquility. Jesus told his disciples to enter into a home and
ifthe home was worthy, they were to allow their peace to remain (Matt. 10:13@. The
greeting was not a wish or a report of something; rather, the greeting was a real giR. So
real was the gift of peace that if it were rejected, it would return to the disciples. Paul
continued with a similar usage of eirene (Kittel413).
Kittel gives categories for eirene in the New Testament. The first is peace as a
feeling o€“peace and rest” (412). In a very wide sense, peace is the opposite of disorder.
,

It had to do with security or the relationship between two people. This peace is the
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“healthy or normal state, which corresponds to the will of God” (Tenny 667). Thus the
use of peace in greeting or salutation was a way of asking about one’s overau weH-being.
Examples of this type of eirene are found in numerous greetings and salutations in
the New Testament. We also find it in James 2: 16 as a way of wishing someone well.

Also in James 3: 18, eirene is used to encourage people to mend relationships. In Romans
14:17, eirene is seen as coming fiom God.
The second category used by Kittel is peace as reconciliation with God and the
salvation of the whole man in an ultimate eschatological sense. This definition is the
more typical usage for peace in the New Testament (Tenny 667). Peace has to do with
the salvation of the whole person similar to the eschatological emphasis in the Old
Testament of peace.
The deeper meaning of eirene is spiritd peace/wholeness through Jesus Christ

(Rom. 5:l;Gal. 5:22). Jesus wished for eirene for all hurzlankifid (John 14:27; 16:33).
The “good news” of eirene was found in Jesus (Acts 10:36). Jesus came preaching
eirene (Eph. 2: 17). Jesus gave his disciples peace (John 14:27fF). He desired that they
would have no fear in this world because he had overcome the world (Spicq 431;
Zodhiates 520). When the resurrected Christ was seen, he declared “peace with you”
(Luke 24:36; John 20:19,21,26). The same peace is what he sent to the forgiven sinner
(Luke 750) and the women cleansed fiom the issue of blood (Luke 8:48; Mark 5:34). As
the God of eirene, he brought salvation to the whole person, body, mind, and spirit (1
Thes. 5:23). The God of eirenelwholeness equips the body of Christ to do every good
work (Heb. 13:20).
Eirene is a gifl of God through Christ. However, humankind, once it has received
the gift, is encouraged to share that peace with one another. In Matthew 5:9, Jesus said,
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“Blessed are the peacemakers.” Paul in Romans 14:17ffencowages the beEevers to “do
what leads to peace” defining the Kingdom of God. Again Jesus’ own disciples were
encouraged to grant peace as if it were a gift (Kittel413). Kittel continues to explain the
building of the kingdom of God as the building of something that will promote the health

of an individual in the Holy Spirit. This salutary concept helps to define peace (416).
Therefore, true peace comes fiom God through a relationship with Christ. Peace
is to be shared among the people. The believers had a responsibility to share the peace,

so much so that the early liturgies contained the “kiss of peace.” In the Eucharist service,
a kiss or a token was exchanged as a sign of fellowship (Davies 2500. They literally
shared the peace.
Ultimately shalodeirene in the New Testament is defined as a harmonization of
all parts creating a sense of wholeness. The wholeness is translated into a sense of inner

tranquility. The deepest meaning is spiritual wholeness with God through a relationship
with Jesus Christ. This wholeness is seen as a gift fiom God to the people through Jesus.

This gift is given to humankind and is to be shared, given to others. Upon achieving
eirene a sense of inner tranquility regardless of outward circumstances is experienced.

The Concept of Shalom

To narrowly define shalomleirene from the Scriptures is difficult ifnot
impossible; however, one can plainly see a pattern developing. The concept of shalom is
clearly seen throughout the Old and New Testaments. God is a god of shalom. His very
character is one ofshalom (Rom. 15:33; 2 Cor. 13:ll; Phil. 49; 2 Thes. 3:16). He longs
to give his people shalom (Nun, 6:26; Lev. 26:6). And he desires to use his people as his
instruments of shalom on the earth (Hammer 11). Therefore, the concept of shalom
revolves around a relationship with God. Fruit, by-product, or blessing flows out of the
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relationship of shalom. Finally, a responsibility accompanying the shalom relationship
concludes the relationship.

Shalom in Creation
The concept of shalom is present in the creation account (Richardson 61). At the
very heart of creation is the shalom-mking spirit and power named God. During the
sixth day of creation, God created humankind in his own image and so established a
relationship with humankind. The relationship with God is necessary for shalom.
Humankind is incomplete, less than whole without a relationship with God.
The blessing or the fixit of creation was found in relationship with God. God was
the one who would supply all the needs of humankind in the Garden of Eden.
Humankind would have to subdue nature; however, they also enjoyed the inward peace

and pleasures of living in a right relationship with God, fieedom f?om guilt and
judgement (Gen. 1:28Q. The responsibility that accompanied the blessing was to be
h i t l l and increase in number. They were to Eill the whole earth. The population would
then live in relationship with God.
When God saw all that he created, he declared it ‘bery good.” Then he declared,
“Thus the heavens and the earth were completed [shalom] in all their vast mays” (Gen.

2:f). However, when humankind rebelled against God, shalom was broken. Humankind
was cast out of the garden, breaking the relationship between God and humankind.
Instead of the provisions of blessing, Adam would have to suffer “painfiil toil” to bring
about food. Eve would have to suffer in childbirth. Adam and Eve would have to live
with their guilt of sin evidenced by the need to be clothed (Gen. 3).

Shalom in Covenant Relationship
God did not relinquish his desire for or change his character of shalom following
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the fall of humankind. Rather God chose to bring: about shalom through a relationship
with Abram. In Genesis 12:2-3, God calls Abram with a purpose ofrestoring shalom to

all humankind through the covenant with Abram:
I will make you into a great nation, and I wiu bless you;
I will make your name great, and you will be a blessing.
I will bless those who bless you, and whoever cmses you I will curse;
And all peoples on earth will be blessed through you.
The concept of shalom is present in the covenantal relationship. The covenant
flows out of a desire each party has to build a healthy relationship, Both the Old and
New Testaments are designated as covenants. Covenant is a metaphor descrilbing the
relationship between God and his people. “Covenant is the instrument constituting the

rule of God, and therefore it is a valuable lens through which one can recognize and
appreciate the biblical ideal of religious communitf‘ (Freedman 1179).
G. E. Freeman describes covenants as complex enactments that combine the

following: (1) historical events that create relationships between unequal partners; (2)
customary ways of thinking characteristic of both parties; (3) descriptions of norms for
future behavior; (4) literary or oral forms in which the agreement is couched; and (5)
almost always some ritual act that is regarded as essential to the ratification of the

binding promise (Freedman 1180). Ancient covenants contained the following elements:
(1) identification with the covenant giver, (2) historical prologue, (3) the stipulations, (4)
the provision for deposit and periodic public reading, (5) a list of witnesses to the treaty,
and (6) blessings and curses (1182). This list was the basis for understanding the
relationship between God and his people Israel (Flanders, Crapps, and Smith 128).
The Hebrew word berith is translated “covenant” or ‘”testament.” Its original
meaning was, “sharing of a meal,” and then a “relation or connection effected by the
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sharing of a meal.” Finally, it came to mean an “alliance, mutual obligation, or
arrangement” (Payne 78-79).
A distinct relationship between berith and shalom exist. Gerhard Kittel in

Theological Dictionw of the New Testament has developed his thoughts on this
relationship.
It is not surprising that shalom occurs when there is reference to a
covenant. Indeed, the connection between the two words is so strong that
in this context shalom is sealed by both parties in a covenant. Conversely,
it may be that the covenant inaugurates a relationship of shalom. Ezekiel
in particular may be cited in favor of the latter. In two passages he tells us
that Yahweh makes a shalom berith for Israel, and in both cases the
context makes it clear that the relationship of shalom is the result. It must
be said that only rarely among its many possibilities of application does
the word refer to so spiritual a matter as here. For in these passages
shalom does not mean material well-being, but a relationship of peace
dependent on the disposition of those who conclude the covenant. It is not
surprising that with this emphasis the word could express the final
prophetic insights on the interrelation of God and the people of God. (403)
Support exists to view shalom as both the foundation and the results of covenant.
The basic aspects for shalom are found in the covenant relationship. First shalom
is a relationship between God and Abram and then eventually to all humankind.

Secondly, stipulations, responsibilities, and behavioral expectations are identified.
Finally, blessings are declared when the covenant is W e d and curses when the

covenant is broken. The shalom is the harmonious inner working of all life when living

within the covenant.
In the Abrahamic covenant found in Genesis 17, God initiates the covenant. First,
he calls Abram to walk with him. God is once again creating a relationship between God
and humankin& thus, making humankind, specifically Abram, complete in God.
Secondly, the stipulation for the covenant was one of circumcision. Circumcision
signified a separation, a holy life unto the Lord. The expectation was that Abram’s
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family would bless the entire world by being God’s instrument of shalom. Finally, the
blessing was found in the land of Canaan and in the blessing of a family (Gen. 17).
Throughout the Old Testament, God’s relationship to humanity has been based on
covenant. When the covenant between God and h d t y was fulfilled, shalom existed.

Shalom is seen as God providing the necessities of He and bringing life to a h i t l l goal.
J. Barton Payne summarizes these accounts. The original intent of the covenant was to
reconcile humankind’s relationship with God and to restore humankind to a position of
dominion and triumph over the world. This reign is similar to that of Adam and Eve in
the Garden of Eden (435).
The Sinai Covenant, where Moses received the Ten Commandments from God, is

similar in function to the Abraharnic covenant. According to the covenant, ifthe people
kept the laws and feared the Lord, they would prosper and be kept alive (Deut. 6:24).
God would provide a Promised Land meeting their needs with wholeness and health
found in the land. Numbers 25: 12 records God making a covenant of shalom with
Phinehas. In Isaiah 54: 10, the Lord God remembers his covenant of shalom.
Shalom in Christ
Israel turned away fiom the covenant responsibility of being a blessing to all
nations; therefore, God established a new covenant based upon Jesus. The ministry of
Jesus revolved around shalom.
Jesus is the one who brings a new covenant to humankind, Luke’s account of
Jesus’ birth recalls the angels saying, “Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace to
men on whom his favor rests” (2: 14). The statement refers to Jesus as the Prince of
Peace (Isa. 9x5). He is the second Adam through whom all t h g s will be made alive (2
Cor. 1 5 :22@ summarized in Hebrews 13:20E
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May the God of peace, who through the blood of the eternal covenant
brought back f?om the dead OUT Lord Jesus, that great shepherd of the
sheep, equip you with everything good for doing his will, and may he
work in us what is pleasing to him, through Jesus Christ, to whom be glory
for ever and ever. Amen.
Jesus is the restorer of shalom. He is the prince of shalomlpeace (Isa. 9:6). Jesus
made it clear that shalom was his mission (Luke 4:16-21). Preaching good news to the
poor, fieedom to prisoners, sight to the blind, and liberty to those who were bruised were
ways of giving sinful people the opportunity to be whole, complete in Christ. He is
ushering in a new age of wholeness between humankind and God. Through the life,
death, and resurrection of Jesus, a right relationship with God can be established. The gift
of shalom is the gift of a new relationship @om. 5:1). In the new relationship,
humankind is justitled, made rightlshalom (Hammer 30). Redemption is a restoration of

shalom.
Acts 10:36 states that salvation was granted to God’s people through the
reconciliation of peace brought by Christ. Paul declares a new understanding of peace in

Romans 5:1-2. The very heart of the new understanding of peace is the reconciliation of
humankind with God, brought through the death of Christ and the power of the Holy
Spirit. “The first result ofjustification was obtaining peace, not only reconciliation with
God, the end of a breach and a disorder, but an inauguration of new relations that promise
hture blessedness” (Spicq 432). Romans 15:13 states peace comes only through Christ.
Peace is seen as a harmony body, a strong body, a single unit, and completely functional
body (Col. 3:15). In the apostolic salutations, the meaning of eirene: Tncludes peace
with God, the benefits of salvation, harmony with all people, Christian blessedness, that
is, peace of heart or calm in the soul which is purified fiom its sin, an interior well-being
that follows justification by faith and is the work of the Holy Spirit” (434).
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Therefore, the work of Christ was to restore a relationship between God and
humankind, the very essence of shalom. The expectations of the relationship are similar
to the Abrahamic covenant. Humankind is expected to be a holy people (Rom 12).
Humankind is also expected to be a blessing to all nations by preaching the gospel of

shalom to all peoples (Matt. 28: 18ff).
The f i t of the shalom of Christ is similar to the earlier accounts of shalom.
First, the reality of being complete in Christ is seen in James 1:4 as living in a right
relationship with God through the forgiveness of sins. Secondly, eternal We is offered
through Christ (John 3: 15-16). Provision has been made for all humankind’s needs (Phil.
4: 19). Finally, Christians are promised the gift of the Holy Spirit and the accornpmyhg

f i t of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22-23).

These blessings are part of a present reality in an imperfect way; however, they
will be ultimately realized in a perfect reality in an eschatological way. Gordon Fee

writes that we are currently living in an “in between” time. The “in between” time is a
time when the Spirit of God is present along with the spirit of evil, therefore, the
blessings of the covenant are realized in an imperfect way until that which is perfect has
come (50-51).
Shalom in the Church

The Church is God’s instrument of shalom on the earth. The apostle Paul uses

many different metaphors for the Church. He refers to the Church as the f d y of God
(Gal. 6:10), the people of God (Eph. 2:19), a building (1 Cor. 3:9), a garden (1 Cor. 3:6),
the temple of God (1 Cor. 3:16), and the marriage bride ofChrist (Epk 5:25). The most
familiar metaphor is the “body of Christ” (1 Cor. 12:12-30; Rom. 12:4-8; Eph. 4:15). All
of Paul’s metaphors for the Church convey a sense of the Church as a system
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(Richardson 172). Therefore, we see a direct relationship between the Church and God
jXfillhg the essences of shalom.
The Church is a spiritual organism (Cymbala 97; Schwarz, Natural 10). At its
most basic level, the Church is an organism, not an organization @om 12:5-8; Eph. 4:l16; Matt. 18:20; 1 Pet. 4:lO-11). According to 1 Corinthians 12:12-30, the Church is

made up of many different parts. Each part has its own specialized functions that are
used in the body to make the body complete. No one part is more important than the
other parts. Each part is absolutely necessary ifthe Church is going to b c t i o n at its
highest level. The head of the body is Christ (Eph. 5:23).
Distinct expectations for the Church are found in the scriptures. According to
Rick Warren in The Purpose Driven Church, five purposes of the Church (103ff) exist.
The first purpose is to worship the Lord ow God (Matt. 4:10), the highest purpose of the
Church. Worship is woven throughout both the Old and the New Testament. Worship is
an expression of our love to God. The second purpose is to love one’s neighbor defined

as ministry. The Church has been called to “equip the saints for the work of ministry”
(Eph, 4: 12). The Church is called to minister to all types of needs. The third purpose is
evangelism. The Church has been summoned to “go and make disciples” (Matt. 28:19).
Each person who is part of the Church has a responsibility to share the gospel of
shalomlpeace with all those who will hear. The fourth purpose is fellowship. Christians
are called to be part of a believing community. Baptism is the initiation into that
c o m w i t y (Matt. 28: 19). The final purpose of the Church is discipleship. Discipleship
is a process of helping people become more like Christ. Paul wrote that he continued to
preach so that others may grow up into mture persons in Christ (col. 1:28).

In order for the Church to be complete, whole, it must be participating in all five
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purposes. The mission of the Church is to share in the “whole-making” process in
individuals’ lives drawing them into the community (Hammer 30). The Church is the
community in which the shalom spirit of Christ is working.
The cornunity of the Church is more than the sum total of its parts; rather, the
community is the working together of the dBerent parts to fulfill the purposes of the
Church. In order for the Church to be complete, it must allow for the individual parts to
be individual and yet connected (Richardson 34). Such a focus is similar to the concept
of the trinity (Oden 99@. The emphasis is on the unity of the three persons of the
Godhead with an equal emphasis on their separateness (63-64). Balance between the
body parts is essential. Each must be willing to do its part and to serve the other parts
(Hemphill 84). When each part is working in harmonious balance with the other parts, the
Church wiU be at peace with God and with one another.
Within the shalom-giving community, there must be shalomlwholeness (Oden

20). The goal of shalom is peace as wholeness, a restoring of one who is in community
and in relationship with Christ and with each other (Hammer 30). This community is in
essence a system (Richardson 172). All communities and systems have a sense of health
(Peck 68). Therefore, when the Church has a relatively high measure of health, it will be
a place of shalomlwholeness.
Shalom in the Church is characterized by its relationship to Christ, the head. The
fruit of the relationship is found in the fruit of the spirit. The Church is expected to cany
out its biblical purposes; therefore?the Church cannot be the Church apart fiom Christ. It
cannot be the Church apart from the ministry of shalom. Nor can it be whole without
experiencing at least in part the fiuit of the Spirit.
The blessings of the Church in its relationship to Christ are m y . First, it enjoys
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the privilege of a relationship with the God of the universe. In Matthew 16: 18, Jesus
promises provision for the church: “I will build my church, and the gates of Hades Wiu
not overcome it.” Many of the blessings for the Church are reserved for a later time
when it will receive the full blessing of being the bride of Christ.
Wholeness in the Congregation
In an imperfect world, perfect wholeness is not achievable. Paul writing to the
Corinthian congregation states that the congregation only knows the truth in part (1 Cor.

13:12). Therefore, a natural drive for health exists. All organisms seek stability,
homeostasis (Steinke, Healthy 28). However, a natural tendency for all organisms to
decay exists, including the Church (Lee 36). This tension creates an interesting dynamic
as the Church strives toward health.
The health of a congregation is not a state; rather, health is a manifestation of
processes. A healthy system consists of the interactions, information, and influence that
it contains toward the goal of the system (Steinke, Healthy 4). Health and illness depend
on all the parts interacting together. No single part determines health or illness; rather,
health is a sense of balance among the components within the body. Health is a
continuous process, the ongoing interplay of multiple forces and conditions (Vii-viii).
Shalom is a similar balance among God, human beings, and creation. As the
church, the living body of Christ seeks to hlfillits mission. It must do so with a sense of
balance between God, human beings, and creation. Balance is achieved as the parts act
as a whole. In order for the Church to function properly, it must do so in a sense of
shalomlwholeness.
Is functionality a truly biblical criterion for the Church? The word functionality
does not occur anywhere in the Bible; however, the concept is definitely a biblical one.
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In 1 Corinthians 12:3, 7; 14:l-5, Paul states that all manifestations ofthe Holy Spirit are
for the Purpose o f m b g Up Jesus as Lord and building the Church In other words, the

Holy Spirit is the one who makes the Church hction. Christian Schwarz has defined the
concept as pneumatic functionality (Schwarz, Paradigm 71). God has promised that he
would give the increase to the Church (1 Cor. 3:6). God is at work through the Church to
bring about shalomlwholeness upon and within his people.
Models of Church Life
Luke’s Gospel describes the first Church meeting in two different locations. One
was the public temple; the other was a private home. Paul also mentions several people
in his writings whose homes were used for meetings. The public meeting reminded

worshippers of the exalted God, i d e n t m g shalom between God and humankind. The
home group smaller meeting identified shalom among the people. Both are needed to
make God fully known (Adarns 38). The result in the early Church was that many people
were being added to it daily (Acts 2:47).
Through different models of Church life, shaZom has been represented.
Theologians normally see the concept through the eyes of the ministry of reconciliation.
Reconciliation is a focused attempt to restore shalom between God and humankind. As
seen through dBerent historical and contemporary models of church We.
From the 1500s on, revival of srnall group meetings was seen in a minority of
movements. The Presbyterian class movement was an informal home meeting of clergy
persons. Congregationalists met in homes for testimonies, accountability, holiness,
fieedom of opinion, and expressed covenants (Watson 143-56). German Pietist, Jakob
Spener, began colZegia pietutis (pious gatherings) for discussions on sermons and
Scriptures. He saw these meetings as complementary to the large worship assembly.
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Anthony Horneck began organizing cells in 1678. They followed a strict devotional life,
helped prisoners, and established charity schools (Snyder, Wesley 15).
Samuel Wesley, an Anglican rector at Epworth, organized a local chapter of the
Society for Promoting Christians Knowledge in 1702 to pray, read Scripture, discuss
religious matters, and to promote the edification of others (Snyder, Wesley 16). His sons,

John and Charles, formed a “holy club” while attending Odord University. The club was
designed to seek God through moral endeavors. John later met some Moravians with
whom he gathered in small groups. Through these two experiences, he formed the Fetter
Lane Society with Peter Bohler. However, the most influential small group was the one
that met at Aldersgate. In this group, John discovered the means of grace, which would
be the basis for his life’s ministry, which revolved around preaching to thousands and

organizing people into societies, classes, and bands for their growth in grace (52).
Wesley’s definition of Church incorporated a charismatic perspective. The
Church was not simply a historical institution. The Church was a fellowship of believers
who experienced the power of God in their midst as they desired to bring others to Christ
(Snyder, Wesley 71). The movement saw a great spread of cell groups; however, after

his death, the denomination moved away fiom this practice.
Over the past thirty years, an interest in the cell movement has grown. Cell group
churches like the Yoido Full Gospel Central Church in Seoul, Korea under the leadership
of Dr. David Yonggi Cho have exploded with growth. Carl George, Dale Galloway, and
a host of others have led a new charge toward the two-winged church of ceWcelebration.
Avery Dulles’ Model
Avery Dulles in Models of the Church has tracked the Church’s (particularly
within Catholicism) development through six models. The Church as institution is the
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first model. In the model, all true power is mediated through the hierarchy of the Church.
The institution model reached its culmination in the second half of the nineteenth century.

Mystical communion, the second model, was developed in an attempt to return to
patristic and biblical sources. The emphasis in mystical communion model is on the
Holy Spirit and the gifts and graces that he brings.

SacramentaE model is a synthesis of the first two models. Bonding the divine and
human aspects of the church. Christ is the sacrament of God. The Church is the
sacrament of Christ; Church is to continue the work of Christ in the world. Liturgy is
held very highly in the sacramental model.

Herald is a model that emphasizes the spoken word over mystical communion
and interpersonal relationships. Karl Barth was a major proponent of the herald model.

Servant model states that the Church is only the Church as it serves others. The
Church needs to give away all its property to those in need. The Church must take part in
solving the basic problems of life.

Community of Disciples model seeks to combine the other models. The Church
needs to see itselfin contrast to the non-Christian world.

Howard Snyder’s Models of the Kingdom
Howard Snyder in his book Models of the Kingdom examines eight different
models of the kingdom of God.
The eight models are
1. The kingdom as future hope: the &we kingdom;

2. The kingdom as inner spiritual experience: the interior kingdom;
3. The kingdom as mystical communion: the heavenly kingdom;
4. The kingdom as institutional church the ecclesiastical kingdom;
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5. The kingdom as counter-system: the subversive kingdom;

6. The kingdom as political state: the theocratic kingdom;
7. The kingdom as Christianized culture: the transforming kingdom; and,

8. The kingdom as earthly utopia: the utopian kingdom.
Some models equate the kingdom of God to the Church. Of particular interest to
this study, further research finds the underlying theme of shalom in some of these
models. Irenaeus sees his view of the kingdom of God as one that will bring ultimate
restoration and renewal (Snyder, Models 28). He believes renewal and restoration will
happen within the created order.
Creation will be restored to its pristine state; the meek will inherit the
earth. These things are to be in the times of the Kingdom, that is, on the
seventh day, when God rested, when the just rising fiom the dead will
reign, when the created order will be made new and set fiee, and will
produce an abundance of all kinds of food, fiom the dew of heaven and
the fertility of the earth. (29)
Irenaeus views the completion of the kingdom with aspects of hctionality,
abundance, peace, shalom.

John Wesley represented this model to the degree that he anticipated a fhal
kingdom of glory, a time of cosmic reconciliation and restitution of all things. This final
kingdom wiU be a time when the OT promises of shalom will be fulfilled. However,
Wesley’s primary focus was not on the fbture kingdom but rather on the present kingdom

of grace found within the believing community (the Church) akin to the inner kingdom
model (Snyder, Models 33).
The inner kingdom model focuses on the interior life of the believer. The final
goal of the kingdom is the reconciliation of all things into Christ (Snyder, Models 41).
The model has been espoused by the Desert Fathers, Origen, John C h c u s , Thomas a
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Kempis, Meister Eckhart, Johann Arndt, George Fox, John Wesley, and Georgia
Harkness. They believed the Church was an approximation of the kingdom of God. Thus
the Church served as an earthly agent of reconciliation (42).
The kingdom as political state sees the church as having a large influence in the
world. It can be seen as the rule of the Church through society. Through this rule, God’s
blessing wiU rain down on the society as a whole, including physical prosperity for the
people, part of the meaning of shalom (Snyder, Models 87). The model gains much
attention under Constantine.
The model of Christianized culture sees the kingdom as bringing about world
peace, justice, and harmony upon the earth in a present reality. E. Stanley Jones
emphasized this aspect of the kingdom. In his book Christ’s Alternative to Communism
he advocates the model of Christianize culture for the kingdom, quoting Luke 4:

1. Good news to the poor-the economically disinherited.
2. Release to the captives-the socially and politically disinherited.
3. The opening of the eyes of the blind-the physically disinherited.
4. The setting at liberty the bruised-the morally and spiritually disinherited.
5. The Lord’s Year of Jubilee-a new beginning on a world scale.

6 . The Spirit of the lord upon me-dynamic behind it all (1 06).

Jones placed a strong accent on the present reality of God’s reign as something to be
embodied now, subverting and transforming the present order (107). In this model, the
Church is seen as a means to social reconstruction (108).
The final model that I wish to review is the kingdom as earthly utopia. Which
embraces the idea of a “Golden Age.” This age is one of peace and harmony found in the

OT models (Snyder, Models 113). The Church is viewed as an ethical society that
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embodies kingdom values. Many liberation theologies embrace this model.
The point of the review of the models of the kingdom is to show that throughout
history and a number of different models, the church has been seen, to a greater or lesser
extent, as God’s agent for shalom. Snyder states,
Biblically, the kingdom involves all areas of life. It is concerned with
reconciliation in every sphere of human existence. God’s plan is to
“unite,” “reconcile,” or “ bring together under one head” all things in Jesus
Christ, as Paul repeatedly, says (Eph. 1:lo; Col. 1:20; 2 Cor. 5:19). The
theme is best understood in the light of OT promises of shalom (peace,
health, harmony); of a coming age of general reconciliation, a fidflhent
of the Jubilee promises. (Models 149)
Reconciliation is a primary function of shalom; therefore, the mission of the church is a
mission of shalom.
The true h i t of shalom should equate to an expansion of the Church universal.
The expansion can be seen in the growth of the local churches and the outreach of their
ministries.

Church Growth Model of Development
According to Lyle Schaller, the Church growth movement was the most
influential development concerning the Church during the 1970s (7). Donald McGavran
is considered to be the father of the modern church growth movement. In 1934, a

Methodist bishop, Jarrell Waskom Pickett, influenced him Pickett kindled in
McGavran’s heart a concern for the growth of the church. He states that church growth
has always been a characteristic of healthy churches. From 1937-1 954 McGavran served

as a missionary in India. During that time other missions asked him to survey their fields
with an eye toward church growth. In 1955 the first church growth book Bridges of God

was published. In 1961 McGavran moved to Northwest Christian College where he
began the first institute for church growth. In 1965 he moved to Fuller Theological
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Seminary to begin the school of world missions. His colleagues at the school and in the
movement were Alan Tippett, C. Peter Wagner, Arthur Glasser, and Ralph Winter. A
second book, How Churches Grow, was published in 1965 with a third, Understanding
Church Growth, published in 1970 (Schaller 14-17). His third book became the
foundational book for the church growth movement.
The movement simply focuses on removing barriers/obstacles to growth (Schaller
16). Church growth is the goal of the model. Church growth was defined in four
different areas: internal growth (depth), expansion growth (conversions), extension
growth (missions), bridging growth (cross-cultural evangelism) (43). The foundation of
the movement is based upon a biblical judgement that men and women without Christ are
truly lost and God wants them found. Growth is seen as faithfulness to God (19). George
Hunter states his motive for church growth is to make disciples (Hunter, Church 25).
McGavran and his colleagues believed if they removed the many barriers to
church growth, God would do his part and people would come to Christ. Church growth

is based upon social science, research, and testing; however, it also relies upon God to
empower the outreach and expansion of the kingdom (Schaller 26). McGawan
emphatically states that church growth is dependent on the action of the Holy Spirit (16).
George Hunter has identified a number of distinctives to the church growth
approach:
1.

Evangelism is the objective;

2.

Statistics and graphs are taken seriously;

3.

Goal setting is key;

4.

Indigenous forms of evangelism are needed;

5.

Develop strategies through social sciences;
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6.

Use practical research to gain new ideas for evangelism;

7.

Test evangelistic principles and be willing to change;

8.

Realize that people are open to the Gospel;

9.

New church plants are encouraged;

10.

Use the worldwide database of church growth to understand and
strategize for growth;

11.

People need the Church; and,

12.

God wants the Church to grow (Schaller, Church Growth 25-26).

Church growth is a planned process. God’s desire is to see his Church grow.
Church growth principles are based upon the bridges of f%th When the Church
is growing, the two bridges are present and at work. “First, faith spreads between persons

who know one another within a particular social unit. Second, faith spreads from one
particular social unit to another within the same subculture or homogeneous population”
(Schaller 31). Following these two bridges are a number of ways to remove growth
restrictive barriers. A few examples may be putting up directional signs or using music
that is culturally relevant.

C. Peter Wagner believes these methods are theologically founded. He shares his
list of theological nonnegotiables for church growth.
1.

The glory of God is the goal of humankind.

2.

Jesus is Lord.

3.

Preaching the Gospel is preaching the kingdom of God.

4.

Scriptures are the normative foundation for Christians.

5.

Sin, salvation, and eternal death are eschatological realities.

6.

God desires all to be saved.
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7.

The task of evangelism is to be handled by the people through the
power of the Holy Spirit (Schaller 39-40).

Smaller churches are not beautifid in the eyes of the Lord. Instead, God wants his people
to get their eyes on the lost (44).
A major criticism of the church growth movement is that it focuses merely on

numbers and sociological principles. The movement is simply seen as a technical way of
addressing a spiritual problem. By technical, the implication is that church growth
happens through human innovation, using human efforts to produce spiritual results
(Schwarz, Natural 6). The great danger in the church growth movement is to believe a
church can h c t i o n without God (Hemphill 26). The main criticism of the church
growth movement is that it deals only with the symptoms and not the illness of the
church. The primary problem with the church is spiritual, not physical (10).
Clearly the founders of the movement did not consider church growth to be
solely a sociological, technocratic issue. C. Peter Wagner’s response to the challenge of
church growth strategies leaves no room for the Spirit’s work. He simply states,
If strategic planning quenches the Holy Spirit, I too want nothing of it.
Nor would I recommend it at all, if1 had any reservations about whether
strategic planning can be pleasing to God. God’s work, I believe, must be
done in God’s way. However, I do not see this matter as an either-or but
as a both-and situation. (Healthy 18)
They simply stated observable and easily studied factors as to why the church was not
growing (McGavran 92). However, true revival, which brings church growth, happens
only when the Holy Spirit descends on a congregation (140).
Through the years as the movement has become more distant fiom the founding
fathers, it has turned into a more technocratic development. Schaller states that with the
use of church growth principles, growth will occur (8). Even Wagner’s strategy for
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church growth focuses on techniques and not necessarily the Spirit of God. Notice his
four steps:

I.

People: God works through people;

2.

Motivation: People must have a reason to do something;

3.

Goal Setting: Normally has to do with attendance or conversion
numbers; and,

4.

The Strategy: Is the ‘%owto” part of the plan. It is what the people
will do to achieve the goal (24f).

It is this kind of thinking about the church is overly concerned with the institutional and
technical modes of operation and dangerously susceptible to management and behavioral
techniques (39).
Church Health Movement
Even with the advent of the church growth movement, the church continues to be
in a state of decline. George Barna stated that relatively few of the 360,000 churches in
the United States grow by 10 percent a year (15). George Hunter, in a personal interview
makes even a stronger statement when he ads 80 percent of evangelical churches in
America are plateaued andor d&lining. Of the remaining churches, only 1 percent are
growing by conversions. The church growth movement did not have overwhelming
success.
The birth of the church health movement is under some controversy. Church
growth leaders believe they have always talked about church health. Church health is not
a new concept at all, rather, church health is simply the outgrowth of church growth
material (McIntosh). Some claim church health principles are simply a repackaging of
church growth material in such a way that numerical growth go& were eliminated. Carl
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George states in an e-mail,
After pastors had been pushed by their superintendents to grow and found
their churches resistive, Church Growth became odious to them and the
preference for something without such clear numerical accountability was
heard, especially in places where older churches and shepherd skilled
pastors had a say. This meant that the time was ripe for some method that
avoided the term Church Growth with the baggage it carried.
Church health leaders believe that the church health movement was birthed a s a
response to the technocratic church growth movement (Schwarz, Natural 7; Hemphill 10;
Macchia 14).
Health is wholeness. Church health means that all the parts are working together
maintaining balance. When all the parts are interacting correctly, they will function as a
whole (Steinke, Healthy S). Only living systems can have an element of health. Illness
comes when the parts of the organism are out of balance. Since a church is an organic
system, one must consider the different characteristics of that system Each characteristic
is connected to the other.
The health of the body has to do with its quality and not quantity of He. Health is
not against quantity. Quantity is simply not the focus (Schwarz, “Strong” 53). Health is
a direction, not a destination (Steinke, Healthy 28). Health is a dynamic; always moving
(BueU.36). Health is not an end to itself, but a means to fitHill a purpose. Clear direction
and vision is essential for a healthy congregation. A church fblfills its purpose through
health (Steinke, Healthy ix).
Church health begins by Viewing the Church as a spiritUal organism (Schwarz,
Natural 10). It views the Church through the biblical image as a living system akin to the
human body. The metaphor “body of Christ” is used for the Church thirty-seven times in
the New Testament. Within the organic nature of the Church, one cannot impose a
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growth goal on a healthy congregation. Health is not seen as a linear process, but as
systems process. Therefore, health may come fiom the process of decay, shedding, and
breakdown. Some organic growth is downward, rooting, deepening, and maturing
(Steinke, Healthv viii).
Church health begins by viewing the church as a system. An organization is
viewed as a system when the whole equals more than the sum of its parts. Within an
organization one thing affects the other. Everything is connected. In order to understand
the system one must look at it as a whole, not as individual parts (Steinke, “Outbreak”

47). Therefore, when a change is made in one of the parts, it affects the whole (Steinke,
Healthy 3). The church is composed of six systems: emotional, structural, informational,
decision making, economic, and cultural (Richardson 28-29).
Healthy churches focus not on growth goals but on the quality characteristics of
health. Many church leaders have developed their lists of quality characteristics. Table
2.1 (see p. 41) provides a list of primary sources; Table 2.2 (see p. 42) is a list of
secondary sources. Other church leaders offer their ideas of essential characteristics.
Rick Warren believes church growth is a natural by-product of church health.
Church health is found when the message is biblical and a balance between the five
purposes of the church is found (49). Warren defines the purposes as fellowship,
discipleship, worship, ministry, and evangelism.
Other church leaders simply see key characteristics for health. Steve Sjogren
relates health to authenticity (38). Erwin McManus says health flows out of a unified
purpose (40). Some see health as simply a matter of focus (Keenan 35). Ralph
Neighbour declares health is built around the cell structures (36). The premier church
health model is Christian Schwarz’s Natural Church Development.
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TABLE 2.1
Characteristics of Church Health Primary Sources
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TABLE 2.2
Characteristics of Church Health Secondary Sources
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Christian Schwan’s Natural Church Development Model
In his book Paradigm Shift in the Church, Christian Schwarz discusses the
problems that he sees in the church today. The greatest impediment to church
development is a deep-rooted theological problem The problem occurs when people try
to do what only God can do. Only God can grow the Church. He states numerical
growth is not the number one issue in the Church development; rather, the greatest
problem revolves around theological issues of church health and how one views the
church (9).
Schwarz’s model is one of bipolar ecclesiology. It seeks to develop a healthy
relationship between the Church as an organization (static pole) and the Church as an
organism (a dynamic pole). The bipolar approach is vital to one’s understanding of the
health of a church (Schwarz, Naturdl84ff).
Both of these poles are needed for church development. Both poles are also seen

in the New Testament Church. The static pole is found in the passages that describe the
Church in architectural and technical metaphors. These focus on the aspect of the Church
as a building (1 Cor. 3:lOff). The dynamic pole is seen in the t e r n that descrii the
organic, biological nature of the Church. These focus on the Church as the body of
Christ (Rorn. 12:3-8; 1 Cor. 12:12-31) (Schwarz, Natural 88ff).

The dynamic pole consists of faith, fellowship, and service. It can be described
with the terms organic, growth, fieedom, and “all by itself.” These elements are naturally
developed out of a love relationship with God. A church cannot claim to be a church if
any of these three items are missing (Schwarz, Paradigm 18).

The static pole consists of doctrine, sacraments, and office. It can be described
with the terms, build, order, and human-made. They are structural outgrowths of the
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institution. They are needed to give form to the dynamic side of the Church. These items
cannot guarantee a Illy-developed, healthy church; however; they are u s e l l in the
development. The church as an organism can never iind full expression in a vacuum,
outside of organization (Schwarz, Paradim 19).
All the problems in the history of the Church can be traced back to a
misunderstanding of the basic model (Schwarz, Natural 94). The danger to the right of
the static pole is Monism. A basic urge for security exists in the institutionalistic
paradigm. Therefore the people focus on the things they can control. These institutions
have a magical, mystical quality. Wherever these institutions are present, the presence of
Jesus Christ is guaranteed. Objectivism, heteronoism, formalism, rationalism, and magic
characterize this error (24@.
The danger to the left of the dynamic pole is the spiritualistic paradigm, in which
a separation from the organization called the church takes place. Here the people make
religious experience the standard by which everything is measured. The characteristics

of the spiritualistic paradigm are subjectivism, autonomism, dualism, irrationality, and
mysticism (Schwarz, Paradim 32@.
The model works best when interplay happens between the dynamic and static
pole. The dynamic pole (organism) produces a need for the static pole (organizations).
The static pole (organization) then stimulates the dynamic pole (organism). In the
consistent interplay, the Church develops into the community like the New Testament
Church.
In this model the “all by itself’ principle is at work. The principle states that God

has empowered the Church with “growth automatism.” Jesus said,
The kingdom of God was like a man who casts seed upon the ground; and
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goes to bed at night and gets up by day, and the seed sprouts up and grows
-how, he himselfdoes not know. The earth produces crops by itseif; fist
the blade, then the head, and then the mature grain in the head. But when
the crop permits, he immediately puts in the sickle, because the harvest
has come. (Mark 4:26-29)
Certain elements of church growth can be influence by humankind; other elements cannot
be influenced. Schwarz suggests we focus on those things we can Muence to produce
health, and trust God and natural development with those we cannot influence (Schwarz,
Natural 12-13).
Eight quality characteristics are found in the church.

1. Empowering leadership;
2. GiR-oriented ministry;
3. Passionate spirituality;
4. Functional structures;
5. Inspiring worship services;
6. Holistic small groups;

7. Need-oriented evangelism; and
8. Loving relationships (Schwarz, Natural 22Q.
These quality characteristics can be measured. A healthy church will score at least 65 in
each individual area. This is the "65 hypothesis" (40-41).
Six biotic principles for a healthy church were identified. Principle one is
interdependence, a system principle. Interdependence is seen between the individual
parts of the Church. The interdependence creates a system that is more important than
the sum of the parts (Schwarz, Natural 66).
Principle two is multiplication. All healthy organisms are expected to grow and
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reproduce. Therefore a healthy congregation is one that is growing in new believers and
is planting new churches (Schwarz, Natural 68-69).
Principle three is energy transformation. All organizational energies are turned
through minute steering energies. Paul used this principle on the Areopagus. He referred
to the unknown God to introduce the true God to them. He used their negative energy
and steered it to a positive place (Schwarz, Natural 70).
Principle four is multiusage. Energy, once used, needs to be put to a variety of
uses. This is the principle of multiplication. The principle is a cyclical process of using
the energy to create more energy (Schwarz, Natural 72-73).
Principle five is symbiosis. Here two dissimilar organisms live together for
mutual benefit, This principle is in opposition to monoculture or competition. An
example is using people’s spiritual gifts to benefit the local congregation (Schwarz,
Natural 74-75).
Principle six is functionality. Every one of God’s creations has a function. The
b c t i o n of the church is to produce h i t , two kinds of h i t in the Church, quantitative
and qualitative. Quantitative is the Church growing and multiplying. Qualitative is
found in the eight quality characteristics (Schwarz, Natural 76-77).
Why Not Schwan
A proper question is, “Why not simply use Christian Schwarz’s Natural Church

Development model?’ Three major flaws exist in Schwarz’s research. Schwarz
developed his characteristics while he was studying the churches. The Beeson
dissertation team developed their characteristics following a thorough literature review.
Upon observation, the labels of our categories are somewhat similar. However,
daerences in some of the definitions were found.
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Schwarz surveyed only thirty people in each church, regardless of size.
Therefore, he may have surveyed 70 percent of the congregation, or 7 percent. We have
no way of knowing. The Beeson Church Health Team is planning on surveying a
significant portion of each church. Being in a small denomination, I plan on surveying
the entire congregation.
Although Schwarz completed a worldwide study, he did not allow for any cultural
differences. Our study will take place in similar cultures eliminating the variance. We
are not alone in our questions of Schwarz’s methodology. Numerous other criticisms
were found.
Criticism of the Natural Church Development
Much of the criticism revolving around church health has been aimed at Christian
Schwarz and his methodologies. Daniel Simpson has reviewed Schwarz’s study and
believes his fmdings are “somewhat arrogant” (58). Simpson sees Schwarz as simply
attacking the church growth model instead of presenting new information. In an ironic
twist, Simpson claims that Schwarz is using church growth material for his own purpose

(59). Many claim Schwarz’s model is simply a remake of the church growth principles.

John Ellas and Flavil Yeakley make a stronger, scientsc claim that the research
methodologies for Schwarz’s book, Natural Church Development, are fatally flawed (83).
They claim some major faults in the research. First, the study is not replicable. Second,
the study is written in non-technical language. Nor are there footnotes with the technical
information. Third, no correlation coefficients were published. Schwarz claims his study
is a correlative study; however, without the itlformation available, this study cannot be
called a correlation study (86). Since Schwarz’s study was a worldwide study, he should
have discussed contextual factors. With the lack of scientific evidence, Schwarz is
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improper to call the eight characteristics, ‘’universal principles” (91).
Gary McIntosh declares Christian Schwarz as “Mr. Church Growth of Germany.”
McIntosh does not deny the principles or the fact that churches need to be healthy. He
even uses the phrase “health of Christian churches” in his definition of church growth.
The term “health” in our therapeutic society has too mimy negative characteristics to be
helpful in the Church. He sees growth as a better term because growth is outward
focused.
According to John Ellas and Flavil YeaMey, the survey tool developed by
Christian Schwarz has numerous flaws. They state, “this book DCD] is fatally flawed
by the pseudo-scientific way the material is presented” (83). Therefore, the dissertation
team has decided to develop a survey tool. Our tool will focus in on the adjectives that
we have chosen to describe the healthy ministries. How to Conduct a Survev: A Step by
Step Approach by Arlene Fink and Jaquehe Kosecoff along with guidance fiom Dr.
Leslie Andrews was instrumental in developing the survey tool.
Another peace missing from Schwarz’s research is the link of spiritual disciplines
to the health of the church. Richardson’s systems view of the church opens the door to
ask if Schwarz is only focusing on a single aspect of church health (28-29). Spiritual
disciplines along with other contextual factors need to be studied to understand their
relationship to church health.
Although numerous questions regarding the research method of Schwarz exist, we
(dissertation team) are not denying the results of his study. Rather, we felt original
research was warranted.
Key Issues of Church Health
The purpose of the study was to find out ifa relationship between church health
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and church growth in GAGB churches exist. The question has been changed from, “How
do we increase our attendance?” to “How do we increase in each of the quality
characteristics?’ Rick Warren states, “The key issue for the church in the twenty-fist
century is health, not growth” (Miller 23). W e Towns and Bird state that size is not an
indicator of health (6), Schwarz contends smaller churches are healthier than larger ones
(“Strong” 53), thus the reason for the study.
Health is determined by the relevance of the ministry (Schwarz, “Strong” 54).
The premise is that everything healthy will grow. However growth is not only numeric
growth. Health is associated with the effectiveness of the church. Is the church fblfilling
its purpose (Towns and Bird 2; Steinke, Healthy 26)? A healthy congregation will know
who they are and what they are doing for the Lord (Healthy 30). They will have a sense
of coherence. The things that the organization does needs to have a sense of
meaningfulness, something that adds value to the congregation, a sense of manageability,
as the congregations can innuence the outcomes of their actions. Finally, the
congregation values the outcomes. The outcomes are something meaningfui, meeting a
purpose (28-29).
The true measure of health is found in the percentage of members who have been
mobilized to accomplish the mission and ministry of the church. In other words, a
healthy organization will have the ability to reproduce. A healthy church will plant other
churches ( m e r 24). Healthy churches also are making and growing better disciples
(Schwarz, Natural 20; McIntosh). In order to attain the goal, a balance must be
maintained between the quality characteristics of the organization (Crossbow; Schwarz,
Natural 39). These quality characteristics are measurable. A number of survey tools are
on the market to measure the health of a congregation. The focus of the church health
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movement is on quality, not quantity.
Quality Characteristics for This Study

For the purpose of this study, a dissertation team consisting of Brian Law, Scott
McKee, Keith Taylor, and myself was formed. In a collaborative effort, we have
developed our own list of quality characteristics with a corresponding survey tool. For
the purpose of this study, I report fully on two of the quality characteristics: empowering
leadership and passionate spirituality. Following these reports is a summation of the
other characteristics that were hlly developed by the other team members. Our list of
characteristics is

1. Authentic community;
2. Empowering leadership;

3. Engaging worship;
4. Functional structures;

5. Passionate spirituality;

6. Intentional evangelism;
7. Mobilized laity; and,

8. Transforming discipleship.
Why did we decide to create our own survey tool and list of characteristics? With

the field of church health growing, more and more church health information is being
made available to the public. We decided to review the literature of church health and
combine that information with personal experience and observation of healthy churches
to compile our list of quality characteristics. The venture was made possible by our visits
to many healthy churches during our year of study in the Beeson program at Asbury
Theological Seminary 1999-2000.
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We concluded that many of the lists contained the same items. The nouns
represent ministries that exist in nearly every church (Schwarz, Natural 78). Through a
collaborative effort, we determined the nouns to be used in our list. However, each
participant in the team was given the challenge of reviewing the corresponding literature
for their characteristic noun and the task of determining an adjective used to describe the
ministry.
We also observed a correlation between our church health characteristics and
Rick Warren’s five purposes for the Church. Purpose one, worship, corresponds with our
engaging worship. Purpose two, ministry, corresponds with our mobilized laity. Purpose
three, evangelism, corresponds with our intentional evangelism. Purpose four,
fellowship, corresponds with our authentic community. Purpose five, discipleship,
corresponds with our transformational discipleship.
Our final three characteristics are mentioned in The Purpose Driven Church. We
see them as over arching categories functioning in all the areas of the Church. Passionate

spirituality is identifiable with Rick Warren’s “riding the waves’’ (14). Rick Warren
serves as an example of an empowering leader in his model. Functional structures were
developed to allow the Saddleback church to organize around their purpose statement

(1210.
Passionate Spirituality
The Church is a spiritual organism (Schwarz, Paradim; HemphiU, R. Warren;
Cymbala; McGavran; Taylor). The character of the Church is based on its spirkdity.
Spirituality relates to the way the congregation’s spirit relies on the presence and power
of God for the life of the church. Passionate spirituality is a character issue within the
Church (HemphiU 17). Rick Warren identifies God’s movement witbin a congregation as
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a wave. The church is called to “ride the wave” (15). Passionate spirituality is a reliance
upon the life-giving power of God to empower faithful people within a congregation to
pursue God’s vision for their lives and their church (Herrington, Boren, and Furr 16).
The spiritual issue is the supernatural, dynamic part of the Church. The Church is
the work of God; therefore, it can only be carried out by the power of God through the
Spirit (Cymbala 97). The Spirit in the Church is akin to breathing. Breathing is vital to
all health. Without the breath of God in the Church, there will not be any health in the
Church (Steinke, Healthy 20-21).
Theological Basis for Passionate Spirituality
HemphiU writes that God’s spiritual empowerment is the first step to all church
growth (21). Macchia states that spiritual health cannot happen without the Church being
passionately centered on God and cont i ndy seeking him for daily direction and
empowerment (4-5). Spiritual vitality is necessary ifa church is going to experience
renewal and revival (Slaughter 19; Blackaby and King 25fi Herrington, Boren, and Furr

22; Schwarz, Paradigm 26).
In Acts chapter one, Jesus gave his disciples specific instructions to wait in
Jerusalem until they were filled with the Holy Spirit. Then, in verse eight Jesus declares
that the Holy Spirit will endow them with power, a supernatural power fiom the Father,
given to the disciples for a work of the ministry. The Church began with passionate
spirituality. A sense of spiritual vitality found here created a sense of awe that moved
across the believers (Herrington, Boren, and Furr 16). The impact of the moving of the
Spirit on the Church was visible and powerfill.
In Acts 12 we see passionate spirituality at work in the life of the church at
Antioch. Peter was imprisoned, and the church began to pray earnestly for his release.
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Act 12:5 note that the prayer was instant and earnest, synonymous with passionate.
Because of the church’s passionate prayers, an angel of the Lord was sent to free Peter
fkom prison, a supernatural work of the Spirit brought about by the workings of God
through the prayer of the church.
Acts 11:21 states the hand of the Lord was with the Church, and because of the
Lord’s favor many great things were done. The phrase clearly points to God’s
supernatural empowerment of the Church. The results of the empowerment were a large
number who believed and turned to the Lord (vs. 21). Philippians 4:13 says we, God’s
people, can do all things through Christ. John 15:5f reminds us that apart fkom Christ, we
can do nothing. In Paul’s letter to the Ephesians, he is calling for all Christians to be

fully empowered by God so the Church can be all that God intends it to be.
In 1 Corinthians, the followers had a passionate desire to be identified with a
certain leader. Paul’s response was to focus them on the one who is the head and the
power source for the Church-God. God is the one who causes the growth (1 Cor. 3:5-7).
Finally, Jesus declared in Matthew 16:18, “I will build my church and the gates of
Hades will not overcome it.’’ Truly the growth of the Church is a supernatural event
based upon the power of God to transform lives. The promise is based upon Peter’s
confession that Jesus is the Christ. Jesus founded the Church. He came to build the
Church. He is the one who triumphed over all authorities and dominions so that he could
build the Church to become the 111expression of who he is (Eph. 1:22-23).
Defining Passionate
Passionate is the adjective used to describe the congregation’s spirituality.
Passion is a strong enthusiasm focused on a particular issue (L. Brown 21 16). Passionate

is defined in Webster’s New World College Dictionary Fourth Edition as “having or
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showing strong feelings; fi.d.lof passion; suggesting a fee& of eagerness, enthusiasm,
devotion” (1053). Therefore, passionate spirituality is an intense, intentional seeking and
reliance on the Holy Spirit to guide and work within the Church. It defines the
congregation’s relationship with God in connection with the life and ministry of the
Church.
The emotional element is an important characteristic in all systems (Steinke,
Healthy 8). Richardson believes the emotional element is the most powerful system
within the organization (29). The emotional element is characterized as an inspiring
spirit w i t h the Church. People are enthusiastic about the church (Schwarz Natural 26).
A spirit of joyful anticipation, expecting the Lord to work is seen throughout the

congregation. People are excited about what God is doing in their church, and they are
concerned about their relationship with Christ.
Therefore, a healthy church is one that is actively seeking the Holy Spirit’s
direction and power for daily life and ministry, a clear dependence upon God. One of the
great sins of the modern Church is to develop an independent spirit. The height of
carnality is when the Church has the form of godliness but denies the power of it
(Hemphill 63; Macchia 15). A healthy church is one in which the presence of the Spirit

is evident (Fee 19).
Characteristics of Passionate Spirituality
What are the characteristics of passionate spirituality witbin the Church? Healthy
congregations will hunger for revival. They long for God to continually draw them
closer to him in an imperfect world. A revival is defined as God restoring spiritual health
to a congregation (Blackaby and King 25). Ken Hemphill believes that hungering will be
evidenced by the following: a hungering for spirilml prayer, a renewed passion for the
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lost, healing relationships among God’s people, an atmosphere of spontaneous
generosity, and a development of personalized methods to achieve the purposes of the
church (34).
Christian Schwarz believes inspiring times of prayer are evidence of passionate
spirituality. Prayer times wiU be seen as inspirational times. The people of the Church
wiU have a contagious enthusiasm about the Church. There will be a desire to know and
experience more of the Lord (Natural 26-27).
Steinke says a healthy congregation will exude a confident tone. They believe
God is going to do a great work among them. A caring spirit for both members and
nonmembers is present. Healthy congregations are spirited. They are gracious, t

u

wholesome, and refreshing (Healthy 28).
Herrington sees a resurgence of the classic disciplines as a characteristic of
passionate spirituality calIing the Church to return to the Church’s first love (20-21).
During the past decade, Richard Foster has summoned the Church back to the practice of
the spiritual disciples. These disciplines include meditation, prayer, fasting, study,
simplicity, solitude, submission, service, confession, worship, guidance, and celebration
(Foster). A sense of corporate and personal confession will be evident in the Church. A
distinct attitude of humility will be present (Hemphill 63).
Evidence of Passionate Spirituality
When a church is exercising passionate spirituality, it wiU flow through the entire
congregation affecting every other characteristic. Ken Hemphill offers these signs of
God’s hand upon the ministry. Conversions will occur on a regular basis. Cultural
barriers will be broken down. Possessions will be shared among the people. The prayer
life of the church will grow. Apostolic teaching will be taking place (22-28).
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Jack Hayford believes the glory of the Lord upon a church will coincide with
vibrant times of worship (18). Cymbala says the atmosphere of the prayer meeting will
become the measuring stick for the church’s passion (22). Rick Warren states that when
God is at work, growth will take place through conversion (14).
Empowering Leadership
Leadership has many definitions. A leader is one who makes other people
successfbl (Galloway, Definition). Leadership is influence (Maxwell, Developing The
Leader Withm, 1). J. W. McLean states, “A spiritual Leader is a person involved in
process of influencing and developing a group of people in order to accomplish a purpose
by m e a of supernatural power” (Galloway, Definition). Harris Lee defines leadership
as “moving an organization to fulfiu its purposes” (27). In short, a leader is one who

influences people to accomplish a purpose.
Leadership has acute influence on the systems of the Church (Steinke, How;
Galloway, 20/20; Malphurs; Drucker; George, Prepare; Maxwell, Developing Leaders
Around). Steinke places the responsibility for the church’s health squarely on the
leaders’ shoulders (Healthy vii).
Empowering leadership in the church refers to the ability of church pastors to set
a vision for the direction of the church, establish goals, motivate, and equip people for the
work of achieving the vision. The empowering aspects focus on motivating and
equipping others to accomplish the vision. The biblical model is servant leadership.
Ken Blanchard, Bill Hybels, and Phil Hodges distinguish between a “leader -first”
and a “servant hrst” type of leader. A distinct difference between secular and sacred
leaders exists in the purpose for which these leaders are developing people. The secular
leaders are “leaders first.” Christian leaders are “servants first.”
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The “leaders first” leader is one who
0

Naturally tries to control people;

e

Makes decision for people;

0

Loves to give orders;

0

Are extremely possessive of their leadership;

0

Sees feedback as threatening to their position; and,

0

Is self-fulfilling in their purpose.

The “servant first” leader is one who
Feels called to lead;
Naturally wants to be helpfil;

Is not possessive of their leadership;
Sees feedback as helpll to becoming a better leader;
Leads out of a servant’s heart; and,
Is hlfilling others in their purpose (Blanchard, Hybels, and Hodges 42-43).

The role of church leadership is to help others determine their giftedness and place in the
body of Christ (Schwarz, Natural 24).

Theological Understanding of Empowered Leadership
Aubrey Malphurs lists several biblical examples of leadership. In 1 Corinthians

11:3, leadership is seen in terms of the trinity. When one examines the essence of the
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, they are the same. They are equally divine with different
hctions. God is the head. He serves as the leader. Malphurs also notices that in the list

of apostles Peter is named first. The book of Acts, chapters 1-5, 8-12, and 15, mention
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Peter fifty-seven times. AU the other apostles are mentioned only twenty-five times. The
sheer number of references displays another clear example of Peter’s leadership as the
head of the apostles. James is the head of the church in Jerusalem (140).
Jesus fimctioned as a servant leader. In Matthew 20: 25-28 Jesus stated that
greatness is found in servanthood. Jesus himself said that he did not come to be served
but rather to serve and to give his life away. Jesus modeled servanthood in John 13 when
he humbled W e K took the role o f a servant, and washed his disciples’ feet. In Mark 6,
Jesus sent the disciples out to do ministry. In sending them out, he equipped them for the
ministry. “[He] gave them authority over evil spirits” (vs. 7). Finally, in Acts 2, Jesus
told his disciples to wait in the upper room until they were f l e d with power from one on
high. Giving to them power to do ministry.

Leader Multiplication
One of the servant leader’s primary tasks is developing other leaders within the
organization (Galloway, 20/20 13le Maxwell, Developing The Leaders Around 1%
HemphiJlS4; Lee 32). As the organization grows, so does the need for leaders. Ministry
authority and responsibilities must be shared with others. Only what we share will
multiply.
Servant leaders go through the process of creating a climate for leaders,
identifying leaders, nurturing leaders, equipping leaders, and developing leaders
(Maxwell, Around 17Q. A servant leader will develop others through a five-step
process. One, tell them what to do. Two, show them what to do. Three, let them try.
Four, observe their performance. Five, praise their progress or redirect (Blanchard,
Hybels, and Hodges 176).

An empowering leader believes in the potential of other people (Hersey,
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Blanchard, and Johnson 3 I; Habecker 15). Leaders foster spiritual gifts in the lives of the
people of the church. Therefore, discipleship, mentoring, delegation, and multiplication
become a priority.
Leadership Qualities and Characteristics
Drucker focuses on the behavior of leaders. He identifies five practices shared by
effective leaders: (1) knows where hisher time goes, (2) focuses on the outward
contribution rather than internal issues, (3) builds on strengths, (4)concentrates on a few
major areas, and ( 5 ) makes effective decisions.
Hersey, Blanchard, and Johnson have developed the model of “situational
leadership.” In their model, the follower’s attitude and ability determine the leader’s
behavior. Four basic quadrants describe styles of leadership: high task and low
relationship (telling); high task and high relationship (selling); low task and high
relationship (participating); low task and low relationship (delegating). The leader’s
effectiveness is directly dependent on using the appropriate style in a given situation.

John Maxwell has developed a thorough list of characteristics of church leaders in

his book The 21 Indispensable Qualities of a Leader. Elmer Towns and Warren Bird
refer to the dissertation The Rise and Role of Charismatic Leaders by Ann and Dorothy
Millner as he relates his list of leadership traits. The list includes energetic, cool headed,
decision maker, information synthesizer, original thinker, courageous, and guide through
unstable environments (Herrington, Boren, and Furr 1350.
Healthy churches require leaders who are self-differentiated. Self-differentiation
is the ability to define and act on values without breaking relationships. Leaders are non-

anxious people. Paul refers to them in 1 Corinthians 12:27: ‘Wow you are the body of

Christ,and each one of you is a part of it” (Buelll9). Leaders have the ability to love
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people without getting caught up in simply pleasing people (Hemphill 89). They keep
their focus on the vision of the organization. Leaders are comfortable with themselves in
the presence of others (Steinke, “Outbreak” 49). In doing so they demonstrate health to a
congregation.
Evidence of Empowering Leaders
Howard Hendricks says the signs of an outstanding leader are followers that are
reaching their hllest potential (Macchia 15). The church that is lead by empowering
leaders will see the spiritual h i t in the lives of the followers. While servitzg in their area

of giftedness, the people of the church will h c t i o n less on their own strength and more
on the Holy Spirit’s power (Schwarz, Natural 24).
Growing, healthy churches will have pastors whose ministry revolves around
empowering people. The vision and goals for the church will be clear, and objectives

will be set to attain those goals. Leaders h d the people necessary and motivate them to
accomplish the purpose of the ministry to the glory of God.
Summaries of the Remaining Six Characteristics
The remaining six health characteristics were m y researched by the other
members of the dissertation team. What follows is a summation of their findings.
Intentional Evangelism Summary
“Healthy churches are intentional about evangelism. To be missional is to be
concerned about and engaged with people outside the church. Missional churches
recognize their own community as a fertile mission field” (McKee 38).
Evangelism is at the heart of the mission of the church. Simply put, evangelism
means to bring or announce the good news. That “good news” is simply the message of
salvation found in Jesus Christ the Son of God. The idea is seen throughout the entire
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New Testament.
In the Gospels, we find the angels proclaiming the “good news.” John the Baptist
preached the “good news,” and Jesus himself was found sharing the “good news” with a
variety of different people. However, for Jesus, evangelism was more than the simple
proclamation of the gospel, good news. Indeed it involved bringing into reality the
greater aspects of the kingdom of God. Through the sharing of “good news,” Jesus
sought to bring about peace. In the book of Acts, the early Church was instructed and
successll in sharing the “good news” both locally and globally. Finally, Paul’s ministry
ambition was to preach the gospel.
The New Testament understanding of evangelism involves intent to make
disciples. The response was expected but not required to be evangelism. Preaching to
crowds and sharing with individuals were both part of evangelism. The duty of all
believers was to share the gospel, the good news of the life, death, and resurrection of
Jesus.
Throughout church history, evangelism does not simply happen; rather, it must be
planned, taught, and most of all caught. Churches who are healthy in regards to
evangelism see every person as an evangelist. However evangelism should be seen as a
lifestyle and not simply a program. Finally the success of evangelism is found in the
sharing of the good news not in the response of the individuals.
McKee finds nine principles that focus on the intentionality of the evangelistic
efforts in healthy churches. The principle of invitation is the first. One word defines
effective healthy evangelism: “invite.” Evangelism begins when parishioners invite their
fiends to church or to consider Jesus Christ. Healthy churches encourage people to build
relationships with nonbelievers with the goal of introducing them to Jesus Christ.
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Healthy churches believe that Jesus Christ is the only means to salvation. This
theological conviction is the foundation for intentional evangelism, the principle of
conviction. Without this conviction, people see little or no need for sharing their faith.
The principle of priority states that healthy churches believe reaching lost people

is the number one priority of the Church. A strong yearning for conversion growth is
seen in these healthy churches. The yearning then is seen in different activities used to
reach these peoples.
Healthy churches realize network or s-iendship evangelism is the most effective
form of reaching lost people. The principle of receptivity seeks to h d people who are
more open to the gospel. Normally one’s fiiends are more open to hearing their fiend
share the gospel. Evangelistic churches look for and create opportunities to focus on
these receptive people.

A similar principle is the principle of meeting needs. If the church is to be
evangelistic, it needs to orient the services of the church towards the felt needs of the
people looking for something more out of the He, ie., Christ. These ministries may
include a variety of ministries fiom soup kitchens to seeker services.
The principle of training states that training is needed to help people share their
faith. A comprehensive training program will include ways to develop people’s network

of relationships. They wilI also help individuals develop a means of sharing their
personal experience with Christ.
Healthy evangelistic churches incorporate new people into the community life
even before they have made a personal commitment to Christ. The principle of
assimilation states that their hearts Wiu follow their commitment to the church.
The goal of intentional evangelism is to make indigenous Christians. These new
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believers will use their culture (i.e. music, language, dance, art forms) to worship Christ.
Healthy churches are culturally flexible so that they can reach people. Many preChristians must overcome the cultural barrier before they ever get to the cross of Christ
barrier.
Intentional evangelism involves word and deed, ow final principle. People listen
to the good news when they are treated like kiends. Whenever the church serves other’s
needs, a bridge is being built by which the gospel can be shared. Healthy churches focus
on the planting knowing the Lord of the harvest will bring forth the f i t .

Mobilized Laity Summary
Healthy churches believe the work of the church is the duty of the entire church,
not simply the task of the clergy. Therefore a healthy church is one that moves its people

from simple membership into life-changing ministry of evangelism and service (McKee

50).
The early church saw a dramatic change in its history. In CE 3 13 the Edict of
Milan turned the Church into an army of pulpit personalities financed by an audience of
spectators. The Protestant Reformation in the sixteenth century began to reverse the
trend. However, even today the Church has not completed the transition back to its
original roots when Jesus Christ commissioned the people of the Church to go and share
the gospel.
The hierarchy view of ministry lends itselfto the view of the Church as an
institution. The institutional view of ministry has led itselfto a two-stage structure of the
church--ordained and laity. Biblically very little support is found for the idea of these
distinctive ministry classes. Ministry belongs to the body of believers. The current view
of the pastors’ positions is one that has much carryover from the Old Testament view of
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the priesthood. In the New Testament, the idea of priesthood is redefined to describe the
entire body of believers.
Healthy churches mobilize the people for ministry. These churches help the
people discover God’s unique call on their life. Then they train and empower them to
accomplish the ministry. The healthy church realizes the need for more than hired clergy
to complete its mission.

Four basic biblical pillars point to mobilizing laity for ministry. The first pillar is
every believer is a minister. The second pillar states every ministry is important. The
third pillar says we are dependent on each other. Finally, the fourth pillar is ministry as
the expression of the way God made people (McKee 53).
Therefore, healthy churches expect every believer to have a ministry. Conversion
is also a call into ministry. Each new believer is encouraged to participate in a ministry
placement process. These churches af5-m one another in their respective ministries.
And do not compete over which ministry is the most important.
The staffed clergy’s job is to equip and to coach the laity in their ministry task.
Every member has a responsibility and shares in the leadership of the church. Therefore,
many ministry opportunities need to be available for involvement in the church and
outside the church. Healthy churches see ministry as extending beyond the church walls.
People are encouraged to start new ministries.
Engaging Worship Summary
True worship is that which connects the worshippers to the one being worshipped.
The church must begin to see worship as more than a Broadway production; rather,
worship is an invitation for the God of the Scriptures to relate mutually to the
worshippers. Effective worship stimulates the worshippers to worship more, not less.
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The concept of worship is found throughout the entire Scriptures. Worship is
found in the beginning of the Old Testament in the story of Cain and Abel. Likewise
worship is found in the book of Revelation when all gather around the throne and
worship the Lamb. Indeed, the Scriptures instruct us that no other being is worthy of true
worship (Exodus 20:3-5).
Worship is the response of the created to the Creator. Every part of worship must
be seen in the context as a response to the salvific work of God through his Son Jesus
Christ. The motivation for worship is one of giving praise for the work of God through

Jesus Christ. People must participate in worship. Worship cannot merely be
experienced; rather, worship is something that is done by the people, directed towards
God.
A two-fold, dimensional relationship is created in true worship. The first is the
vertical relationship with God. Four basic elements of our worship with God: nearness,
knowledge, vulemability, and interaction. All four elements require the worshipper to
interact with God in a relational manner.
The second relationship is a horizontal relationship with others created in true
worship, a communal aspect of worship. When worshipping God (vertical), a natural
drawing together of one another (horizontal) occurs. A sense of warmth, acceptance, and
support of those with whom we are worshipping characterize the horizontal relationship.
Six ways worshippers interact together in a worship experience: sense of unity,
opportunity to minister to one another, reinforcing of spiritual truths, public professions
of faith, declarations of the glories of God, and receptivity for the receiving the Word.
Healthy churches plan worship times to meet both the vertical and horizontal
aspects of engaging worship. The worship is God directed and God focused. He is the
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center of the time together. During these worship services a sense of anticipation of
meeting with God is discovered. A sense of excitement pervades the space. A variety of

forms maybe used in worshipping God. The goal is knowing God is with us.
The worshippers also sense a time of growing closer to one another during
worship. They begin to look forward to seeing their “friends” for worship. Also they
begin to invite their unchurched fiiends to participate with them in a worship service.
Engaging worship challenges not only one’s emotions but also one’s mind.
People come to these worship experiences eager to hear the Word of God and to better
understand how it applies to their own lives. Engaging worship is a life-altering
experience.

Transforming Discipleship Summary
Healthy churches believe that Christianity is more than a life style adjustment. It
is a life-changing decision to follow Jesus Christ. These churches intentionally develop
means to aid in the transformation process as one decides to follow Jesus Christ.
Jesus made known his desires for the Church in his last recorded words in the
Gospel of Matthew. There he commissioned his followers to go and make disciples. The
scope of the challenge was to “all nations” with “all authority” fkom Christ to accomplish
such a mission. The time frame was “til

the end of the age.” The church’s business is

to make disciples of Jesus Christ.
A disciple is more than a mere believer but a person who has accepted Jesus

Christ as Lord and Savior with a life changed to become more like Jesus Christ. This
commitment requires repentance, baptism, total obedience to Jesus, and living a life that
glorifies Christ.
Jesus taught about discipleship in reference to the kingdom of God. A disciple is
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one who lives in the kingdom of God. Jesus’ method of disciple making was one of
selection, association, consecration, impartation, demonstration, delegation, supervision,
and reproduction.
Discipleship naturally involves change. The original twelve disciples experienced
a radical life change. Marked behavioral transformations were seen in their lives. In
transformational discipleship a process and change of life variables (Le. attitude, actions,
way of life) from the world’s way to God’s way occurs. Transformation is a lifelong
process intended to bring about changes in the worId around them.
Although transformational discipleship is not a program, healthy churches plan
and prepare to help people grow in their faith. Through a variety of means, these

churches will seek to build a desire within the individual believers to read the Scriptures,
pray, fast, and participate in other disciplines that will draw them closer to God.
Often times, classes will be organized to help persons develop in the different
stages of their lives. Since the growth occurs at different rates for different people, they
are not age restrictive.
Healthy churches seek to promote individual relationships through which
discipleship is encouraged. These mentor-type relationships are often times at the heart
of the transformation process. Here, individuals are encouraged to stretch beyond their
current level of commitment to Christ, and people are held accountable for different lifechanging attributes and actions.
Authentic Community Summary
Authentic cornunity reflects the functioning and relating of the church together

as the people of God, defined as the expression of Christian life in the context of
relationships. Authentic community is often expressed in the gathering of small groups
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of believers where mutually accountable relationships are formed in a spirit of love and
servanthood (Taylor 35).
At the foundation of the gospel of Jesus Christ are relationships. The Gospels
have many examples of Jesus teaching about relationships in regards to his kingdom.
The greatest commandments are relationship commandments-loving God first, secondly
loving others.
Not only did Jesus teach loving relationships, he also constructed them. Most of
Jesus’ productive ministry years were spent in building personal relationships with the
twelve disciples. Then we see Jesus building relationships with other close followers
such as Mary, Martha, and Lazarus. Simple devotion to God through Jesus Christ was
not enough. They had to learn to live together, love one another, serve each other, and
work together. The ultimate experience of God’s love is found in relationships.
The expression of authentic community is found in the gatherings of small groups
of believers. Within this context, encouragement, support, and instruction can be shared.
These groups are formed not merely on the basis of geography but on the foundation of
love. From this context, corrective and productive instruction can be given to the
members within the body.
Healthy churches see the need to build these authentic, loving relationships. They
embrace the need to create some kind of formal connection in a meaningful group Me.
These groups are often formed around certain af€inities of the individuals for which they
have a need or a spiritual passion.
Within these groups unconditional love and acceptance for all members is the
n o m The leaders of the groups encourage and model authenticity, transparency,
honesty, and integrity. Grace, mercy, and forgiveness are expressed when resolving
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conflicts. Through these groups, members find ways to help bear each other’s burdens.
Other times each group will find a way to minister to people outside of itself.
Authentic community is essential for attracting and assimilating new people into
the body. The openness and acceptance of a congregation is often times what attracts
new people to the church. They want to find a place where they can fit in and be loved.
Functional Structures Summary
Healthy churches continually evaluate and tweak their structures so that they can
operate more effectively and eficiently. Healthy church structures are multidimensional,
flexible, intentional, and dynamic (Talyor 45).
The Church can be viewed fiom three digerent dimensions: the church as cause,
community, and corporation. The church in Acts 1:8 was given a clear purpose; it has a
mission. The cause is outwardly focused e to change the world with the love of Jesus
Christ one person at a time. The Church must be clear about its cause. When a structure,
such as the Church, loses focus on its primary goal, the impact on the structure will be
one of confusion and ineffectiveness.
The Church as corporation centers on the structural aspects of the organization,
the skeletal part of the body, giving form to the function. Christ is always the head of the
body. A sense of harmony and peace exist when the church is running well. Therefore
people with administrative gifts are given the ability to use their gifts in the church.
The Church as community focuses on God’s family relationships. Much biblical
imagery speaks of the Church in terms of the family of God. The structure of the Church
is to be constrained by the loving forces found within a healthy family relationship.
As an organism, the Church structure has to be flexible enough to maintain focus
on the primary goal through the rapidly-changing environment in which it operates.
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Effective structures are based on the purpose and mission of the institution. Then they
take into account the work that needs to be done and how to achieve that work. Finally
the social impacts and responsibilities have to be considered. Churches must be
intentional about their structures. When to change and how to change so that the mission
can be accomplished is the all-important matter. Balanced health occurs when strategy
and structures coincide to complete the mission.
Healthy churches realize the importance of functional structures and are
continually evaluating and changing their structures to help the church operate in an
orderly and productive manner. These structures have both a horizontal and a vertical
aspect. The horizontal is relationships between people. The vertical is the governance
aspect of the church that directs organizational procedures. Structures must be designed
to bring together the various systems of the church to operate as an effective whole.
Research Methodology
Using Robert DeVellis’ guidelines in scale development the Beeson Church
Health instrument was created through a collaborative effort of the dissertation team (5 1-

89). The first step was determining what needed to be measured. In this instance church
health was the independent variable needing to be measured.
The second step was the generation of an item pool. This was accomplished
through a thorough literature review and consultation with different church experts. The
outcome was a list of eight church health characteristics with twenty corresponding
questions relating to each characteristic.
Step three was to determine the format for measurement. A five point Likert
Scale was chosen to provide ordinal scale measurement. These points were assigned
numerical values of one to five, one being highest (Wiersma 182).
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Step four involved a review of the initial item pool by a variety of church leaders.
Many of these leaders were involved in the Beeson Pastor Program at Asbury
Theological Seminary. Based upon their suggestions the pool of 160 questions was
narrowed to fifty-five. Care was taken to make sure the questions were specific,
concrete, and free of hidden biases (Fink and Kosecoff 3 1).
Step five was a field pre-test of the Beeson Health Instrument. Two churches in
the Lexington Kentucky area, Centenary UMC and Southland Christian were chosen.
Two members of the dissertation team presented the self-administered questionnaire
answering any questions or clarifications as needed (Fowler 102). Question and answer
time followed the completion of the survey by the respondents to gain valuable
information used to refine the instrument.
Evaluation of the items was made through a split-halfreliability test based on
correlations between scale scores (Devellis 34). Questions having signiscant correlations
were included in the fmal survey. Care was also given as to the length of the survey
limiting the survey to a twenty-minute time frame.
Conclusions
God’s desire is for people to live in a relationship with him characterized by

shalom as seen in his creation of humankind in the Garden of Eden. Adam and Eve were
created to live in relationship with God. Through this relationship humankind would
experience a sense of wholeness. They would be complete in God. The h i t of the
relationship was seen in divine material blessing from God and a command to multiply
and fill the earth.
Even though humankind failed, we see the same shalom desire of God in the
Abrahamic covenant. Unfortunately the covenant was unable to complete the task of
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bringing shalom to the earth; therefore, God sent his Son to restore the relationship
between God and humankind, thus making true shalom possible. The fruit of the
relationship is seen in the h i t s of the Spirit and in the promises of eternal life.
The Church has become God’s instrument of shalom. The Church is related to
Christ as its head, making it complete. As the Church operates in the shalom spirit of
God, the Church is to be an agent of shalom bringing others into relationship with Christ.
The mission of the Church is one of shalom. Through the many different models
of Church life, the Church has attempted to complete their mission of shaZom. Recent
attempts to complete the mission have been tried through the church growth movement.
The movement provided the foundation for the church health movement. The review of
church health literature has shown a number of different health characteristics. This

study has found eight essential quality characteristics necessary for the Church to be
healthy, complete. When these characteristics are working in harmony, the Church will
be functioning in shalom as an agent of shalom.

Therefore, the Church must function as a complete healthy whole. Simply put, all
the quality characteristic must be present and working in the Church in order for it to
h c t i o n as a whole. Part of the responsibility of empowering leadership is to assure that

all the members of the church are participating and doing their part in the community.
True shalom is impossible apart from a relationship with God himself. Passionate
spirituality is the characteristic that focuses on that relationship.
In order to be able to measure a church’s health, a questionnaire was developed to
seek the correlation between church health and church growth in selected GAGB
churches. If a high correlation of church health to church growth exist, the church will be
exhibiting and functioning in shalom. The following figure developed by Keith Taylor
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has been modified for this dissertation.
Figure 2.1
Relationship Triangle of Church Growth, Health, and Shalom

The diagram is clear shows shalom providing the Biblical foundation for the
church growth and church health movement. It also shows that church health and church
growth are incomplete without each other, because a healthy church will be a growing
church.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF T
The church has long struggled to quanti& its effectiveness. Church attendance
does not provide a complete picture of church well-being because it fails to recognize
other vital aspects of the life of the local church. A more accurate measure would give a
complete picture of the total health of the church. Therefore a dissertation team was
assembled to study the correlation between church growth and church health in different
contexts.
This study was part of a collaborative effort of four Beeson pastors in the Doctor

of Ministry program at Asbury Theological Seminary. Each member of the team
conducted similar research in a unique population sample. The design of the study and
the research tool was identical.
The purpose of this study was to describe the relationship between church health
and church growth in the GAGB. The purpose was accomplished by correlating the eight
scales corresponding to the Beeson Church Health Characteristics, drawn from a
thorough literature review and a comparative study of the dissertation team. It was
anticipated that this study would identi@ areas of health dominant in the General Baptist
churches.
Research Questions
Three primary research questions guided the extent of this study.
Research Question 1
How do GAGB churches rate on each of the eight Beeson Church Health
Characteristics?
A survey tool was created to measure the eight quality health characteristics in a
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congregation. These characteristics were effective structures, authentic community,
transforming discipleship, engaging worship, mobilized laity, passionate spirituality,
empowering leadership, and intentional evangelism.
Research Question 2
How does the health of the surveyed churches correlate to church growth over the
past five years?
The project was built on the premise of a positive correlation between church
health and church growth. The primary index for growth was defined as annual rate of
change of the average number of persons attending the principal weekend worship
service(s). The average annual attendance was calculated for time period of 1995 - 1999.
Other indices for growth included recorded conversions and baptisms over the same time
period.
Research Question 3
What are the contextual factors apart from the eight Beeson Church Health
Characteristics that influenced church growth apart f?om these health characteristics?
Our survey tool measured the following contextual factors: length of senior pastor
tenure, staffing ratio, age of facility, adequacy of the church facility for ministry, growth
rate of community, and population size of the community.
Population and Sample
The population and sample for this study consisted of the GAGB churches.
Access to the survey was given through the GAGB’s office of Congregational Ministries.
Thee m e w of distributing the survey were created. The first distribution was at the Fall
Festival of Church Growth and Evangelism at the First General Baptist Church of
Owemboro, Kentucky. This sample was a convenience sample. The conference was
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directed toward General Baptist pastors who seek to increase their churches’ attendance
and number of conversions; therefore, these individuals were predisposed to desire
healthy C h ~ ~ h eFor
s . this study, the population and the sample were identical. Every
church represented in the seminar was given the opportunity to administer the survey to
their corresponding church.
Second, distribution was through the Congregation Ministries newsletter. A
general advertisement was given allowing any church willing to take the Beeson Church
Health Survey an opportunity to contact the office and receive the survey.
Third, distribution was through my personal contacts. A general informational e-

mail was sent to area GAGB ministers offering the survey to their churches.
Of the eight hundred GAGB churches, only nine agreed to participate in the
study. An interview was held with Mike Warren, director of Christian Ministries for
GAGB churches. Warren was instrumental in distributing information regarding the
opportunity to participate in a church health survey through his department’s bimonthly
newsletter and evangelism conference. The information was mailed to over six hundred
pastors and churches. Of these six hundred, only one pastor had questions regarding the
survey, although he was not interested in measuring the church he pastored.
Mike Warren stated three reasons for lack of interest in the study:

1. General distrust for the workings of the General Baptist headquarter
stag

2. General apathy among GAGB churches; and,
3. General distrust of furthering education.
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Instrumentation
This project was an evaluative study in the descriptive mode that utilizes
researcher-designed questionnaires to measure church health and church growth. The
primary instrument was a self-administered questionnaire consisting of seventy-one items
measuring church health. A secondary, researcher-designed questionnaire of ten items
measured church growth.
Church Health Characteristics
Based on the literature review and team discussion, eight critical categories of
church life were identified. These categories were leadership, spirituality, discipleship,
worship, structures, community, laity involvement, and evangelism. Each member of the
team selected two categories to develop further based upon the individual’s interest and
expertise.
We reviewed relevant literature in our particular categories and qualified each
category by proposing an appropriate adjective to define further the health characteristic.
Following a team meeting and discussion, each adjective was approved, thus making it a
characteristic of church health. The following is the completed list of church health
characteristics:

1. Empowering leadership;
2. Passionate spirituality;

3. Transforming discipleship;
4. Engaging worship;

5. Functional structures;

6 . Authentic community;
7. Mobilized laity; and,
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8. Intentional Evangelism.
Congregational Questionnaire
Each team member consulted other instruments and surveys used to measure
church health. The individual member developed twenty questions to measure each
specific characteristic. Following a team meeting to review questions’ face validity, the
twenty were narrowed to a maximum of twelve and a minimum of nine questions for
each characteristic. Construct validity was determined as each question was checked
against the literature review to verifjr its representation in Chapter 2. The results were a
seventy-one-item questionnaire used to measure church health (see Appendix C).
Pastoral Questionnaire
A pastoral questionnaire was developed to measure church growth, baptisms,
conversions, membership, and specific contextual factors for the pastor. The information
requested in the questionnaire is identical; however, different definitions of baptisms
exist according to context.2 The persons filling out the questionnaires were instructed to
enter information based upon their understanding of the terms. Six items are on the
questionnaire (see Appendix B).
Validity and Reliability
The surveys were pretested in two separate churches in the Lexington, Kentucky
a e a in order to test the validity of the instment. The pretests were administered in a
classroom setting with the researchers present. A copy of the survey was sent to the host
pastor prior to the pretest. The results of the survey were processed, and the reliability
coefficients were measured. Reliability was determined with “split half’ reliability
In the GAGB, baptism is seen as an affirmation of hith following conversion. Emersion is the mode
used for baptism.
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analysis and factor analysis.
Pretest
The Centenary United Methodist Church administration c o ~completed
c ~
twenty-two surveys. Four Adult Bible Fellowship classes at Southland Christian Church
completed seventy-two surveys, for a total of ninety-four pretest surveys. In additioa, the
pastoral data and statistics were also collected. At Centenary, verbal feedback was
gleaned from the survey group for their impressions of the survey instrument. The test
group identified problem questions, grammatical errors, and their perceptions concerning
the length of survey.
The survey data was manually entered into the StatPac computer program. The
results of the survey were processed, and the reliability coefficients were measured for
the scales of each separate church health characteristic. Reliability was determined by
“split-half” reliability analysis and factor analysis.
Data Collection
On 6 and 7 October 2000, I presented the church health material at the General
Baptist’s Fall Festival of Church Growth and Evangelism at the First General Baptist
Church of Owensboro, Kentucky. The department of Congregational Ministries of the
General Baptist hosts the annual event.
During the seminar, I lead a one-hour session. During the session, I introduced the
subject of church health, briefly discussed the principles of church health, and introduced
the Beeson Eight Quality Characteristics. I also introduced the Beeson Church Health
Questionnaire and trained the participants to administer the congregational questionnaire.
Upon leaving the seminar, the participants were given an instruction sheet,
congregational questionnaires, and a pastoral questionnaire.
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The pastors were instructed to administer the congregational questionnaire during
Sunday evening worship or another appropriate time. The tool was to be admhistered to

all those over sixteen years of age in attendance. The pastor completed the pastoral
questionnaire. The completed suveys were sent to me and I sent them to the Doctorate of
Ministry office at Asbury Seminary. Data f?om the completed questionnaires were
encoded and m a n d y entered into a statistical computer software package.
Variables
The dependent variable of the study was church growth. Rate of church growth

was operationalized as weekend worship attendance, baptisms, and conversions for the
five-year time period of 1995 - 1999.
The independent variable of the study was the Beeson quality characteristics of a
healthy church.
Intervening variables of the subjects include spiritual disciplines, personal
demographics, and church demographics. Spiritual disciplines were personal devotions,
f d y devotions, ministry involvement, prayer, sharing of faith, bible study, and other
disciplines. Personal demographics were church membership, number of years involved

in their particular church, frequency of worship attendance, percentage of money given to
the church, participation in a small group or minktry team, other church involvement,
perception of community (i.e., growing, plateaued, declining), age, gender, martial status,
and number of children. Church demographics were tenure of senior pastor, age of
facility, adequacy of facility size, community growth, adequacy of stafig, and
population of community.
Data Analysis
The completed surveys were mailed to Asbury Seminary for statistical analysis.
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The results were returned to me &om Asbury. I analyzed the results with assistance f?om
Dr. Leslie Andrews. The data from the surveys were summarized with Eequency
distributions, descriptive statistics, and the use of Pearson’s product moment correlation.
Generalizability

This study was delimited to include General Association of General Baptist who
will have regular contact with the Congregational Ministries department of General

Baptist. The purpose of this study was to fjnd correlation between qualitative and
quantitative church growth. Findings may be applicable to comparable evangelical
denominations. Results of the study are summarized and displayed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4

FJ"GS

OF THE STUDY

For years, the most reliable measure of the effectiveness of a church was the
tangible measure of attendance during the weekend worship service. However, the single
focus on only one measure contributed to the view of the church as an organization. This
view missed the biblical definition of the Church as a living, breathing organism, the
body of Christ. A more complete approach to measuring the effectiveness of the local
church as an organism was needed. This lead to the creation of the Beeson Church
Health Characteristics and the survey tool to measure church health. The purpose of this
study is to describe the relationship between church health and church growth of the local
General Association of General Baptist churches.
Three research questions guided this study: How do GAGB churches rate on each

of the eight Beeson Church Health Characteristics? How does the health of the surveyed
churches correlate to church growth over the past five years? What are the contextual
factors, apart from the eight Beeson Church Health Characteristics, that may be related to
church growth?
Profile of Subjects
The surveys were distributed to the pastors of the churches surveyed with the
instruction to distribute them to the adults (above sixteen years of age) who were present
during the predetermined survey time. Three hundred fifty-five subjects ftom nine
churches participated in this study, representing 1,294 members ftom these churches.
Two hundred ninety-five subjects (83.8 percent) were members of their respective
churches. The amount of time involved at the church varied greatly. The smallest group
was involved between sixteen and twenty years (7 percent) followed closely by those
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involved one year or less (10 percent). The remaining three categories of subjects’
involvement were more evenly divided. A large majority of subjects attended their
respective churches at least three times a month (97.2 percent). They were closely
divided on their involvement in small group ministries or ministries teams. One hundred
ninety-four considered themselves attendees only (55.7 percent). Another one hundred
five (30.2 percent) were on a ministry team or served as a teacher in the church A large
percentage considered their spiritual life as “growing” (77.4 percent; see Table 4.1).

TABLE4.1
SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES OF SUBJECTS 0\1=355)
Discipline
Devotional times are a regular part of my spiritual life.
Yes
No
Family devotional time is a regular part of my spiritual
life.
Yes
No
Involvement in ministry is a regular part of my spiritual
life.
Yes
No
Prayer is a regular part of my spiritual life.
Yes
No
Sharing my faith is a regular part of my spiritual life.
Yes
No
Other spiritual disciplines are a regular part of my
spiritual life.
Yes
No
Bible study is a regular part of my spiritual life.
Yes
No

n

Y O

203
152

57.2
42.8

65
290

18.3
81.7

185
170

52.1
47.9

325
30

91.5
8.5

259
96

73.0
27.0

53
301

15.0
85.O

267
88

75.2
24.8
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Subjects were assessed dong seven spiritual disciplines.
The three most fiequently practiced spiritual disciplines were prayer (91 -5
percent), Bible study (75.2 percent), and sharing of one's faith (73.0
percent).

'

Two hundred three subjects (57.2 percent) said that devotional times were
a regular part of their spiritual life.
Sixty five subjects (18.3 percent) shared devotions with their f d e s .

In summary most subjects participate in some spiritual discipline with a majority
participating in at least five of the seven disciplines.
Church Health Characteristics
The Beeson Church Health Characteristics survey examined eight critical
measures of health in each church. These measures are authentic community,
empowering leadership, engaging worship, hctional structures, intentional evangelisn,
mobilized laity, passionate spirituality, and transforming discipleship. Engaging worship
and passionate spirituality were the highest-ranking health characteristics with only .10
differences between the means of these two categories. The lowest two characteristics
were empowering leadership and authentic community. The difference between the
highest rated health characteristic (engaging worship) and the lowest rated (empowering
leadership) was .58,with very similar variation (see Table 4.2).
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TABLE4.2
CHURCH HEALTH
CHARACTERISTICS
FOR GAGB (N=355)
M
-

SD

Engaging Worship

1.86

.58

Passionate Spirituality

1.96

.53

Intentional Evangelism

2.09

.45

Mobilized Laity

2.26

-51

Functional Structures

2.29

.59

Transforming Discipleship

2.33

.46

Authentic Community

2.34

-42

Empowering Leadership

2.44

-57

Beeson Health Characteristic

GAGB and WOCUMC Churches Compared

Health scores of GAGB churches and the churches of the West Ohio Conference
of the United Methodist Church (WOCUMC) who also participated in the group study
were compared. Subjects fiom both denominations ranked the top five health
characteristics in the same order: engaging worship, passionate spirituality, intentional
evangelism, mobilized laity, and functional structures. Two characteristics have
identical fhdings: engaging worship and authentic community (see Table 4.3).
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TABLE4.3
GAGB and WOCUMC Churches Compared

Beeson Health Characteristic

GAGB (n=355)
M
SD

-

-

WOCUMC ( ~ 1 1 3 9 )
M
SD

-

~

Engaging Worship

1.86

.58

1.86

.58

Passionate Spirituality

1.96

.53

2.01

.54

Intentional Evangelism

2.09

.45

2.11

.48

Mobilized Laity

2.26

.51

2.17

.56

Functional Structures

2.29

.59

2.17

.56

Transforming Discipleship

2.33

.46

2.36

.50

Authentic Cornunity

2.34

.42

2.34

.40

Empowering Leadership

2.44

.57

2.29

.54

Church Growth and Church Health
The Beeson Church Health Characteristics measured the church growth statistics
of weekend worship attendance, baptism, conversions, and membership. For these

statistics, a rate of change was calculated for a five-year period beginning 1995 and
concluding 1999. The actual numbers were small with the highest average attendance of
139.89, baptisms 8.33, conversions 8.78, and membership 151.67. The rate of change in
each category was very small. Over the five-year period fluctuations were found in the
numbers each category recorded (see Table 4.4).
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TABLE4.4
FIVE-YEARGROWTHUTE
FOR GAGB (N4)
Growth Factor

Rate of Change
12.79

Attendance
Baptisms

228.96

Conversions

190.79

Membership

4.60

.

A positive rate of change was recorded for alI growth measures.

In an attempt to understand the relationship between church health and church
growth, correlation studies among each of the measured growth factors and each health
characteristic were made. Only those correlations that were statistically sisnificant are
represented in Table 4.5.
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TABLE4.5

CORRELATION OF CHURCH GROWTH
MEASURES TO CHURCH HEALTH MEASURES

Health Characteristic

Attendance

Baptisms

-.14*

---

---

---

-.13*

.17**

-.17**

Authentic Community
Empowering Leadership
Engaging Worship

---

Functional Structures

.28***

Intentional Evangelism

.26***

Mobilized Laity

---

Passionate Spirituality

.20"*

Transforming Discipleship

.13*

Conversions Membership

---.17**

*pS .05; **ppS.Ol; ***p=O.

.

Weekend worship attendance correlated positively with authentic
comnunity, empowering leadership, hctional structures, intentional

.
.

evangelism, passionate spirituality, and transforming discipleship.
Baptisms correlated positively with engaging worship and negatively
with mobilized laity.
Conversions correlated negatively with authentic community, and
engaging worship and positively correlated with mobilized laity.
Membership correlated negatively with empowering leadership,
fimctional structures, and intentional evangelism
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While the correlations were small to modest, they do reflect a tendency for church
health characteristics to be related in demonstrable ways to weekend worship attendance,
baptisms, conversions, and membership.
Church Health and Spiritual Disciplines
The Beeson Church Health Study sought to distinguish any intervening variables
that might be related to the relative health of the churches. The initial focus was on the
spiritual disciplines of the subjects and how they affected perceptions of the church
health characteristics. Table 4.6 focuses on the spiritual disciplines of the subjects: Bible
study, devotions (family), devotions @ersonal), ministry involvement, other disciplines,
prayer, and sharing of one’s fBith correlated to church health characteristics. Each
participant was asked to indicate whether he or she participated in the stated discipline.
Only those disciplines that proved to be statistically significant are reported in Table 4.6.
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TABLE4.6

RELATIONSHIP OF TRE PRACTICE OF SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES
TO PERCEPTION OF

HEALTHCHARACTERISTICS

HEALTH
CHARACTERISTICS
AUTHENTTC
COMMUNITY
Sharing Faith
EMPOWERING
LEADERSHIP
Devotions (Family)
Ministry Involvement
ENGAGING
WORSHIP
Devotions (Family)
Devotions (Personal)
FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES

---

INTENTIONAL
EVANGELJSM
Ministry Involvement
Prayer
Sharing Faith
MOBILIZED
LAITY
Ministry Involvement
Sharing Faith
PASSIONATE
SPIRI~ALITY
Devotions (Family)
Devotions (Personal)
Sharing Faith
TRANSFORMING
DISCLPLESHIP
Bible Study
Devotions (Family)
Devotions (Personal)
Other Disciplines
Prayer
Sharing Faith

PRACTICE AND DISCIPLINES
YES
No

t

MEAN

S.D.

MEAN

S.D.

2.3 1

-42

2.42

.42

1.87*#

2.3 1
2.53

.55
.57

2.47
2.32

.58
.56

1.76*#
3.03**

1.69
1.so

.58

.48

1.90
1.94

.60

2-41"
2.04*

---

---

---

2.13
2.07
2.05

.42
.44
.44

2.03
2.25
2.17

.47
.51
.45

1.93*#
1.86*#
2.08*

2.13
2.21

.48
.49

2.43
2.38

.50

.54

4-98"""
2.43*

1.83
1.91
1.93

SO

.5 1

.53

1.99
2.03
2.05

.53
.54
.52

2.00*
1.74*#
1.71 *#

2.30
2.22
2.23
2.18
2.30
2.25

.44
.46
.41
.48
-44
.43

2.45
2.36
2.48
2.36
2.71
2.54

.5 1
.46
.49
.45
.52
.47

2.47"
1.95*#
4.71***
2.32"
3.95**
4.90"""

.58

I--

---

*p< -05; **pr.01; ***P =O; #p=l-tailed test
Those who participate in the practice of spiritual disciplines tend to
perceive their church's health significantly higher than subjects who
do not participate in spiritual disciplines.
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Those who participated in six of the seven spiritual disciplines tended
to perceive transforming discipleship higher than those who do not

.

participate in those disciplines,
Those who participated in the practice of sharing one’s fkith tended to
perceive authentic community, intentional evangelism, mobilized laity,
passionate spkituality, and transforming discipleship higher than those

.
.

who did not practice sharing one’s faith.

No spiritual discipline was perceived to have an association with the
health characteristic of bctional structures.
Those who participate in ministry involvement tended to perceive
empowering leadership and intentional evangelism lower than those
who do not participate in ministry involvement.

The respondents were also asked to report whether their spiritual life was
growing, plateaued or declining. Subjects who report their spiritual life as growing
perceived their church’s health stronger than those who do not report a growing spiritual
life. The perception held true for all eight health characteristics. Conversely, those who
report their spiritual life as plateaued or declining perceived their church health as
declining.
Church Health, Personal Characteristics, and Church Characteristics
The Beeson Church Health Study explored the relationship between personal
characteristics and perceptions of church health. Further church demographics were also
explored relative to the perceived health of the congregation. Personal characteristics
included church membership, number of years involved in their particular church,
frequency of worship attendance, percentage of money given to the church, participation
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in a small group or ministry t e q other church involvement, perception of communiQ
(Le., growing, plateaued, declining), age, gender, martial status, and number of children
The following Tables 4.7,4.8,4.9 report those variables found to have a statistically
sigrdicant impact on the measure of health.

TABLE4.7
DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
MEN AND WOMEN IN PERCEPTION OF CHURCH HEALTH
CHARACTERISTICS
(N=355)
HEALTH
CHARACTERISTICS

MALE
MEAN S.D.

Intentional Evangelism
Transforming Discipleship

2.17
2.40

.43
.48

FEMALE
MEAN S.D.
2.03
2-28

.45
'44

t

2.82**
2.16*

*p5.05; **p<.Ol; ***p=O; #p=l-tailed test.

Females found the church to be healthier in intentional evangelism and
transforming discipleship.

TABLE4.8
Difference Between Church Membership in Perception of Church Health
Characteristics (N=355)
HEALTH
CHARACTER~~STICS
Intentional Evangelism
Mobilized Laity

YES

MEAN S.D.
2.11
2.21

*p1.05; **pi.O1; ***p=O; #p=l-tailed test.

.43

-48

NO
MEAN S.D.

1.97
2.43

.45
.49

t

2.82""
5.41***
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Church members perceived mobilized laity higher than those who
were not members.
Non-members perceived intentional evangelism higher than those who
were members.

TABLE4.9

DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
SMALL GROUP PARTICIPATION IN PERCEPTION OF CHURCH
HEALTH
CHARACTERISTICS
@=355)
HEALTH
CHARACTERISTICS

YES

MEAN S.D.

Mobilized Laity
Transforming Discipleship

2.11
2.26

.48
-47

No
MEAN S.D.
2.43
2.42

.49
-44

t

5.41***
2.80**

*ps.05; **ps.Ol; ***p=O; #p=l-tailed test.

Those who participated in s

d groups tend to rate mobilized laity

and transforming discipleship higher than those who do not participate

in s

d groups.

Marital status did have a significant impact on the health characteristics of
engaging worship, passionate spirituality, and transforming discipleship. Those who
indicated they were widows perceived passionate spirituality and transforming
discipleship higher than any other marital categories. W e those who were single
perceived engaging worship, passionate spirituality, and transforming discipleship lower
than the other marital categories.
Other intervening church demographic characteristics focused on the pastor and
physical structures of the church. These variables included tenure of the senior pastor,
age of the facility, whether the size of the facility was adequate for current miniStries,
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whether the community in which the church was located was growing, plateaued, or
declining, whether the stafting at the church was adequate, and the population within a
twenty-minute radius of the church. The following intervening variables were found to
have a significant impact on the study.
When asked the question whether the community in which the church ministered
was growing, plateaued, or declining, respondents who viewed the community as
declining perceived mobilized laity higher than those who stated their c o m r n ~ was
~&~
growing or plateaued.
Persons responding to the survey were asked if the current staffing situation of the
church was overstaffed, understaffed, or adequate. No one responding to the survey felt

his or her church was overstaffed. Those who felt the church was understaffed scored
mobilized laity higher than those who said it was adequately staffed. Those who felt the
church staff was adequate scored authentic community, empowering leadership, engaging
worship, functional structures, intentional evangelism, passionate spirituality, and
transforming discipleship higher than those who felt the church was understaffed.
Tenure of pastor also had an association with the perception of health
characteristics. Subjects tended to perceive empowering leadership, engaging worship,
functional structures, intentional evangelism, and passionate spirituality higher when
their pastor had served ten to fifteen years. When the tenure was over meen years,
mobilized laity and transforming discipleship were perceived highest.
When population within twenty minutes of the local church was 200,000 or more,
a higher ranking was given for transforming discipleship. When the population was
between five and fifteen thousand, empowering leadership, engaging worship, functional
structures, intentional evangelism, and passionate spirituality ranked highest. The score
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for mobilized laity was tied between the above two categories as the lowest score.

Summary of Significant Findings
Some of the significant findings of this study include the following:
1. Those who participated in the survey attended church on a re@
basis; however, less than half actually participate in ministry positions.

2. The widest variation between the highest (engaging worship) and
lowest health characteristic (empowering leadership) was .58.
3. The GAGB churches (nine churches, 355 surveys) and WOCUMC
churches (forty-five churches, 1,139 surveys) were very similar in
their overall evaluation of church health.
4. While the change of rate of growth in all the growth measures was

positive, only conversion growth and baptism growth were strongly
positive.
5. Those who participated in the practice of spiritual disciplines rated
their churches with a higher degree of health. Family devotions and
sharing of one’s faith positively affected more individual health
characteristics.
6 . Those who lived in a smaller cornunity (5,000-1 5,000) whose

pastoral tenure was between ten to fifteen years, and who viewed the
church’s staffing situation as adequate perceived their churches as
being healthier than the other churches.
Personal and church characteristics shed interesting insight as the data is m h e r
examined in the next chapter. Those who had a better personal spiritual life asserted the
church had a higher measure of health. In the following chapter, observations and
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implications of the fmdings of this study are explored in more detail. Applications and

limitations of the study are also addressed.
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CHAPTER 5
SWMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The project originated out of a desire to see if the health of a local GAGB church
could be correlated with the decline or growth of the congregation. The Beeson church
health dissertation team created, tested, and implemented a statistically sound tool that
attempts to measure the health of a church. The hope was that we would be able to
measure the overall health of GAGB churches, identifjring specgc areas of strength and
weaknesses in them. Then programs could be developed using that data to focusing on
strengths to develop programs for the weaker areas in the church. The outcome would be
healthier GAGB churches.
In Chapter 2 I related the health of a congregation to the biblical concept of

shalom. The purpose of God and of his church is to bring about shalom. This shalom
was defjned as a wholeness of all parts resulting in the bearing of f i t . The fruit
ultimately will be seen in the growth of the church through salvation of individuals. Thus
we attempted to measure the health of the churches in correlation to the fhit/growth of
that church.

Shalom is an internal as well as external concept, which sees its fillillment in
Christ. The concept includes a harmonious interworking of all of the aspects of life.
When speaking of the Church as being the bride of Christ, Christ’s organism of shalom
on the earth a similar interworking of all the aspects of the Church’s life.
The Church is more than just a simple organism. It is composed of many systems
combining to form the organism called the Church. Richardson identifies six systems
comprised in the church-emotional, structural, informational, decision making, economic,
and cultural (28-29). When the Church is experiencing and participating in the shalom-
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making enterprise of Christ, a sense of shalom within the system is found.
Examining the findings of this study in relation to the concept of shalom, one
finds that they do work together. The churches surveyed indicated a relatively high
degree of health, all the parts working together. And the growth rates, the h i t of

shalom, were positive. A closer examination of the &dings seeks to understand this
phenomenon.
Participants’ Profile
The Beeson Church Health Survey sought to exarnine the spiritual life of the
individuals taking the test. The three leading spiritual disciplines of prayer, Bible study,
and sharing of one’s faith pointed favorably to the spiritual life of the participants. These
three disciplines point favorably to the desire of the participants to connect with God and
thus to share their relationship with others. One is not surprised then to find engaging
worship and intentional evangelism as two of the stronger health characteristics.
People who participated in spiritual disciplines tended to perceive the relative
health of the church higher than those who were not involved in those disciplines. Could
it be that one’s own personal spiritual health relates to one’s perception of the overall
health of the church? The findings of this study would indicate that to be true.
Could it also be that those who view their own personal life situation positively
will score the church with a greater measure of health? Again the findings of this study
would indicate that to be true. These Sndings make sense in light of viewing the church

as a system and or as an organism. If the hand is sick, the whole body is sick. What we
are seeing is that one’s perception of church health is formed to some extent out of one’s
own sense of spiritual and emotional health.
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Overall Health of GAGB
The overall health measured by the Beeson Health tool for the GAGB churches
seems to be high. Engaging worship was the strongest health characteristic while
empowering leadership was the weakest. As one begins to further examine the findings,
as a whole the health characteristics seemed to be divided into three groups: engaging
worship and passionate spirituality; intentional evangelism, mobilized laity, and
functional structures; and, transforming discipleship, authentic c o m m ~ t yand
,
empowering leadership.
Clearly the GAGB’s weakest perceived area is the area of empowering leadership.
The culture in which GAGB churches exist is mainly a bi-vocational pastoral culture or a
single-staff, church model. In these situations the pastodleader is often times seen as the
“jack of all trades” type of minister. The expectations are that these ministers will
participate in everything fiom fixing the plumbing problems to preaching on Sunday
morning. Many of the ministers have accepted this role. Thus the leaders of the church
find themselves as a do-it-all leader instead of as an empowering leader. One of the
possible issues for the GAGB to address is the retooling of the leadership development
the pastors receive to enable them to maximize their role as pastoral leaders.
Engaging worship and passionate spirituality highlight the congregations’ desires
to connect with God. This &ding makes sense in light of the findings of the spiritual
disciplines of the subjects. For the most part, seemingly, these are seasoned believers
taking the survey. They know what they enjoy in a worship setting and have continued at
their current church because they enjoyed it.

Of interesting note is the third strongest category of intentional evangelism With

an overall health score coupled with the high percentage of participants who stated they
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regularly share their faith, one is not surprised by the strongly positive conversion rate of
change. GAGB churches distinguish themselves by the doctrinal statement that "Christ
tasted death for all humankind" (Latch 124). Clearly the teaching emphasis is on
evangelism. One must wonder ifthe high health score for intentional evangelism is a
product of actual behavior or of teaching. Churches may say they are evangelical, but are
they following this statement with action of intentional evangelism.
Another point of interest is the low health score for transforming discipleship.
Clearly the church growth measures add credibility to the finding. The GAGB churches
are enjoying a fairly high rate of growth for conversions and baptisms; however, these
new believers are not being grafted into the body of the church as indicated by the
disproportionately low measures for the rate of growth in church attendance and
membership. Another indicator is the low measure for authentic com&ty.

Indeed the

GAGB churches need to bolster their discipling area of ministry. Somewhere between
the baptismal tank and weekend worship, the GAGB churches are losing many of the
new converts.
Comparison between GAGB and WOCUMC
This dissertation was part of a team study. The goals were primarily directed at
the investigation of church health of GAGB churches with a secondary goal of a
comparative study with the WOCUMC churches. Of sigmficant note were the dramatic
similarities between the results of the surveys in the different churches.
The rank order of the characteristics was very similar. The first five
characteristics were identically ranked, and the seventh characteristic was the same. The
only difference in the ranking was in the sixth and eighth ranked characteristics. These
characteristics simply changed places.
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Also of note was the similar grouping of characteristics. The groupings were
identical with engaging worship and passionate spirihdity in the fist group. Intentional
evangelism, mobilized laity, and functional structures were in the second group.
Transforming discipleship, authentic community, and empowering leadership comprised
the final group.
Recognizing the vast dEerence in culture, doctrine, and polity between the
church bodies of the WOCUMC and the GAGB, the similarities in the outcomes of the
surveys proved interesting. Churches’ struggling to find a measure of health are not
limited to specific denominations but seem to be more of a universal nature. Seemingly
congregational health transcends denominational differences or religious traditions.
Correlations between Church Health and Church Growth

As has been stated by church scholars like Hunter and Barna, few churches in
America grow by 10 percent a year (Bama 15; Hunter). However for the churches in the
study, the GAGB growth rate exceeded the 10 percent. Granted, the raw numbers were
not exceptionally large. Yet, the growth measures did exceed those of 90 percent of
churches in America.
The argument as to the relationship between church health and church growth is
one that continues to bring heated debate to the scholarly table. While some church
growth experts insist that the church health movement is nothing more than an outgrowth
of the church growth movement, other church health proponents indicate that the two are
separate ideas and not related.
For the sake of this study, I proposed a healthy church is a growing church. Rick
Warren and Wagner agree with that statement (Miller 23; Schaller, Your Church, 17). If
the church is healthy, it will grow. One of the most substantial findings fiom this study
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revolves around the findings that the sample churches reported a reasonable level of
health, and reasonable growth numbers. As theorized, church health is related to church
growth in the studied churches.
The Beeson Church Health Survey attempted to correlate the health of local
churches with the growth rate of the churches. The question was are church growth and
health actually related? Therefore, we attempted to correlate the measured health of the
churches with the actual growth rate of the churches. Does church health make a
signiscant dserence in the growth rates of the churches? If so, which health
characteristics seemed to have the strongest impact?
Clearly the GAGB churches indicated that they were healthy, and the overall
growth numbers were positive.
Of the correlations made between the individual health characteristics and the
growth measures, the growth rate for attendance had the largest number of significant
findings. Six of the eight measured health characteristics proved to have a correlation to
the increase in attendance. Functional structures and intentional evangelism had the
greatest effect. These two middle-grouped categories had the most effect on attendance
growth. Therefore ifthe church wants to increase attendance, it would focus on
functional structures and intentional evangelism.
In the other areas of church growth (baptisms, conversions, membership), the
number of correlations were smaller. Of importance is that some of the health
characteristics had a negative impact on the growth rate of the churches
One wonders ifthe churches are not reaching a point of perceived health where
they are enjoying a false state of shalom, not true shalom, but a state of shalom where
they feel everything is in balance. All systems, including the church, will seek to reach a
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point of balance. That is a place of comfort. When the church grows beyond that place,
it Wiu seek to reestablish that comfort by downsizing to a place of comfort. If the church
moves below that place of comfort, it will seek to reestablish that comfort by acquiring
more people to complete the tasks of the church.
The state of shalom is simply a state of balance, equilibrium. This state produces
a feeling of health, shalom. However true shalom is only found in the continual sharing
of shalom resulting in the fhit of shalom, the growth of the Church universal.
Church Health and Spiritual Disciplines
One of the strengths of the study was the correlation of spiritual disciplines to
church health. The practice of certain spiritual disciplines had a direct correlation to the
way the participants scored different health characteristics.
The health characteristic that was most strongly associated with the practice of
spiritual disciplines was transforming discipleship. Those who participated in personal
devotions and sharing of faith scored transforming discipleship higher than those who did
not participate in those disciplines. Other disciplines had a similar effect on transforming
discipleship at a less significant level. They were Bible study, family devotions, other
disciplines, and prayer. With the overall low perceived health measure for transforming
discipleship, church leaders need to focus on these disciplines to increase the measure of
transforming discipleship.
Sharing of one’s faith was the discipline that had the greatest overall effect on
perceived church health. Those who practiced sharing their faith rated authentic
community, intentional evangelism, mobilized laity, passionate spirihality, and
transforming discipleship higher than those who did not share their faith. Family
devotions affected the second most categories, four. Therefore for the greatest impact on
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the church, the leaders need to encourage the congregation to share their faith more and
to participate in f d y devotions thus raising the overall health of the church.

Not every spiritual discipline produced a positive result. Those who said they
were involved in ministry rated empowering leadership and intentional evangelism lower
than those who were not involved in ministry. Could it be that the closer one is to the
leaders in the church, the more flaws they see in the person? If so this would also help to
understand the low value given to the health characteristic of empowering leadership.

As one seeks to build the health of the congregation, regaining a sense of shalom,
clearly the process must involve a large measure of spiritual disciplines. One finding was
the more subjects viewed their o m spiritual life as growing, the more likely they were to
score the health of the church higher than those who thought their spiritual life was
declining. If the health of the church is to increase, focusing on these characteristics is
vital.
These correlations raised some interesting questions. Is church health really an
outgrowth of the spiritual, emotional, even physical health of the people of the church?
Quite possibly church leaders need to be focusing back on the basics of spiritual
disciplines. The theory of church health purports health is simply an outgrowth of the
church being the body of Christ. Health is not some kind of product created by focusing
on a health characteristic. Rather the body is composed of many parts, and if one part is
sick, the whole body is sick.
Therefore, instead of focusing on “health,” church leaders need to be focusing on
the spiritual, emotional, physical health of the people of that body. As the leaders love
these people, the natural outgrowth Wiu be a healthy church. Can one create shalom, or
is shalom the outcome of one’s relationship with God? According to this study and the
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Scriptures, shalom is the outcome, the by-product of that relationship.
Personal and Church Demographics and Church Health

In our attempt to understand church health as it relates to church growth, we
sought to correlate church health to personal characteristics and church demographics.
Clearly a relationship between those factors was found. Of note, those participants who
lived in smaller communities, whose pastoral tenure was between ten to fifteen years, and
who viewed the church s-g

as adequate perceived their church as healthier than other

churches. Some correlation between gender, membership, and small group participation
did &ect the outcome of the survey.
GAGB is traditionally a rural denomination. Therefore the higher health rate in a
smaller community seems to make sense. What was interesting was that as the tenure of
the pastor increased, the health of the church increased. The longer the pastor serves a
church, the greater the level of influence the pastor has on the congregation. Perhaps the
GAGB churches would do well to realize the value of a long-term pastorate. Given the
low ranking of the health characteristic of empowering leadership, logically the longer
tenure of the pastor makes for a higher the level of pastoral leadership. Possibly the
churches need to do more to sustain the long-term viability of the lead pastor through a
variety of measures that would include educational opportunities, &try

peer groups,

and sabbaticals.
Of particular interest was the staf€ingsituation. No church reported that they
were overstaffed. Those who were most comfortable with their stafhng situation
reported a higher level of health than those who felt they were understaffed. Once again
the most comfortable churches reported a higher level of health. When the church
reaches the point where stffig is not an issue, the level of health increases.
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On the whole those individuals who are content with their personal He, spiritual
life, and their church situation seem to evaluate the health of the church higher than those
who are dissatisfied with their lives.
One must ask what the information means to GAGB especially in the area of
church planting. If our ministries seem to fit better in rural setting/small communities,
perhaps our church planting efforts need to target such cornmunities, ignoring the popular
idea of planting in the larger cities.
Comparison of Beeson versus Schwan
Schwarz was a pioneer in the field of church health. Through his groundbreaking
work, the field of church health has been furthered. In this study, some findings disagree
with the methods and findings of Schwarz. After the creation, testing, and
implementation of the Beeson Church Health tool, disagreement remaitls with Christian
Schwarz and the methods he uses to draw his conclusions. Our instrument was
scientifically created and tested. We can only assume that the Natural Church
Development survey is also a scientific survey. Some of the problems with Schwarz’s
survey still remain. Ellas and Yeakely and other critics report that the Natural Church
Development survey cannot be replicated because Schwarz has never reported the
statistical data. One thing the Beeson Health Characteristic study has done is to provide
correlation coefficients, reliability measures, and statistical results ffom the survey. The
survey is also available to the general body of educational knowledge to be used and
reworked as needed. Chapter 4 records where the strong positive correlations occur;
therefore, the study can be classified as a correlative study. The critics of Schwarz claim
that his study cannot be called a correlative study.
Unlike Schwarz, the Beeson Church Health Survey sought to understand those
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who were taking the survey. While Schwarz surveyed thirty selected individuals in the
church, the Beeson Survey was to be distributed to every person in the church over
sixteen years of age. This study averaged over thirty-nine participants per church that
were selected randody. What was uncovered was that the people who took the time to

fill out the survey were those who were the most interested in the Church. For the most
part, they attend church with a great amount of regularity pointing to the need to devise a
better way of distributing this survey to a broader spectrum of people in the local church.
The Beeson Health Study theorized that a healthy church is a growing church.
One of the criticisms of Schwarz is that he does not make that strong a statement.
Schwarz argues that a church can be healthy while going through a state of decline and
decay. Church growth proponents view Schwarz’s argument as simply a way to avoid
dealing with the bottom line of increased numbers.
One of the greatest values of this study is the finding of the relationship of
spiritual disciplines to church health. Church health could be positively affected by
implementation of spiritual disciplines opposing to what Schwarz indicated with his
minimal barrel theory. He stated that to improve the overall health of the church one

would use the strongest category to strengthen the weakest. However for GAGB, the
strongest category is engaging worship, which had no correlation to increased attendance.
Yet the weakest category, empowering leadership had a small but consistent positive
correlation to attendance growth. Therefore, to see an increase in attendance, one would
focus on the spiritual disciplines of f d y devotions and ministry involvement, which
had a positive correlation to empowering leadership.
Another area that the Beeson Church Health team examined was the relationship
of demographic issues to church health. The issue, which is generally ignored by
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Schwarz and other church health experts, points to the “health” of the individual as an
indicator for the health of the church. Once again, certain demographic variables had
positive and or negative relationships to church health.
On the whole, Schwarz provided a good foundation to begin the study of church
health. However, church health seems to be a much more complex theory than Schwarz
originally discovered.

Limitations of the Study
People do not measure their own health. They go to a doctor to receive an
independent evaluation from someone who has no hidden agendas. Asking a church to
evaluate its own health is asking for a self-diagnosis. A number of problems can arise.
First is the hidden agenda problem. No one church wants to be less healthy than
another church. In addition American culture is in a “test-taking environment” where
people learn how to take tests and mark the “politically-”or “religiously” right answer.
Possibly finding a way to hide the best answers or having an independent party observe
the church for a specific time period and then take the survey may prove beneficial.
Secondly, related to the first, the Beeson Church Health survey tool seemed to
measure ideas, not actual behavior. When asked ifa church is evangelistic, GAGB
churches would respond, yes. However, ifone were to look at their budgets, would there
even be a h e item for evangelism or outreach?
Third, one ofthe weaknesses of our study was in the oversimplification of church
health. Knowing the biblical understanding of shalom in regards to church health, the
church is seen as being made up of a variety of systems. I believe the Beeson Health
survey tool only measures one or two of those systems and left a number of them out.
Clearly from our research, we have discovered that the emotional aspect of the church is
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very important to the understanding of the church’s health. If the church is a positive
place in a positive community, the results seem to be higher than ifa negative feeling
revolves around the church.
Through the correlation studies discovery was made of other areas of health not
addressed by the tool. One speclfic area of health not addressed was the psychological
aspect of church health. How one feels about one’s church, one’s denomination, and
one’s own We situation might have a bearing on church health.

Fourth, another aspect that was not addressed was the history of the participants
taking the test. One’s history will determine the lenses one uses to view the current
health of the church.

Sample Size of Survey

I was quite disappointed by the low number of churches who were wiUing to
participate in this study. Being a smaller denomination, I was hopell of surveying a
large percentage of the entire denomination. When I received the endorsement of the
GAGB headquarter staff, I was hopefbl about completing the large task.
However, I was soon disappointed by the lack of interest in the survey. A variety
of reasons have been given as to the lack of interest in church health. For the most part,
all of them are indicative of a larger problem of apathy within GAGB churches. Quite

possibly the lack of interest in this kind of study is one of the greatest indicators of lack

of health.
The results of the survey, I believe, are still very valid for a number of reasons.
First, the nine churches that were surveyed represent a cross section of GAGB churches.
Secondly, GAGB churches are comprised of a homogenous group of people. Thus the
results are easily transferred to other churches. Thirdly, the results of the surveys were
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similar to the results of Law’s surveys of the WOCUMC churches, which had a larger
number of respondents.
Implications of the Study

This study provides some good groundwork for expanding the existing body of
knowledge regarding church health. The Beeson Church Health survey tool was one that
was scientifically created through the examination of the body of knowledge that existed
regarding church health. The tool was tested before implementation in an actual study of
church health.
Possibly the greatest strength of this study was the correlation work completed
between church health and a number of growth variables, personal variables, and church
variables. Church health has an effect on church growth. What was also discovered was
a number of intervening variables affecting perceived church health.
Whereas Schwarz recommends that in order to make a church healthier, it must
use its strengths to strengthen its weaknesses. I would argue that focusing on specific
spiritual disciplines would strengthen an area in your church.
One’s personal life had an affect on one’s view of the church. Therefore, to
increase a church’s overall health, leaders must help the people to see their lives more
positively.
Perceived Church Health
One of the important observations was what I would term perceived church
health. ‘When asking individuals to determine their own health, the natural inclination is
to say, “Compared to what?” Is it compared to how I felt yesterday, two years ago, or
when I was eighteen? Or am I comparing my health to Joe’s or to Mary’s or to Sue’s?

I think the same thing can be said in the local church. For instance, if individuals
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had grown up in a small rural church of fifteen people then they have moved to another
town where they have attended a larger church of one hundred people for five years. If
they are asked iftheir church had a clear direction and vision, the answer might be
compared to what? Compared to the church, in which they were raised, the answer might
be yes. If people do not know what a truly healthy church looks like, how can they

determine iftheir church is healthy?
In the same way, ifpeople in a certain local church have worshipped and
ministered in their town in the same way for years, they may perceive their way of doing
church as healthy simply because they have never seen another church. Blinders are
easily put on ifpeople are not acquainted with situations that stretch their view of the
church or ministries in the church.
When a person goes for a physical, that person finds an outside expert on health, a
medical doctor. The doctor knows how the body is supposed to operate correctly, a
measure of health. Then the doctor can compare the individual’s health to that of one
who is healthy. Likewise, an outside expert may be needed to help a church discover
what is healthy and unhealthy in the church body.
The idea of a biased self-examination is a significant finding that was not
addressed in the literature. This finding may mean that church health is not as
“scientific” or “concrete” as many of the church health experts’ believe. Church health is
more of a subjective issue with localized flavor.
People by nature like to perceive themselves as healthier than someone or
something else. Yet church health must be viewed through the lenses of Scripture.
When Jesus stated the great commission, “[Glo and make disciples of all the nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit” (Matt.
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28: 19), people may perceive that they are accomplishing this task by “being evangelical.”
The majority of the respondents in this study looked at their local church and responded
positively to the category of intentional evangelism. They may have perceived that their
evangelistic efforts are effective; however, the carryover into transforming discipleship
was not evident contrary to what Peter Steinke said: “A healthy congregation will know
who they are and what they are doing for the Lord” (Healthy 30). Perhaps local church
members are not able to clearly see their church‘s health because of the lack of other
models of church health.
Church Health, A Complex Issue
Peter Steinke says, “Health is wholeness’’ (Healthy, vii). All of the parts of the
body must work together to achieve the goal of health. Another factor determining the
health of a church would be viewing the church as a collection of different organic
systems. Like the human body, the church has a physical aspect, a psychological aspect,
and a spiritual aspect. First Corinthians 12:12 says, ‘“Thebody is a unit, though it is made
up of many parts; and though all its parts are many, they form one body.”
Although a church measures its overall health positively, it may only be
measuring one aspect of health (i.g., physical health), However, ifthe church is made up
of different systems, then the health of each of these systems likewise needs to be
measured.
GAGB churches seem to have a low self-value (psychological health). This low
self-value accounts for the positive health measures (physical) while the overall raw
numbers continue to remain low.
Based on the data received fiom the surveys, I also see the Beeson Church Health
tool and other church health instruments have failed to look at all of the aspects of church
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health. Our study seemed to focus only on the physical, measurable side of church
health. Perhaps church health has been reduced to the very thing that it has accused the
church growth movement of becoming, a scientific way to address a spiritual problem.

I have discovered that the existence or lack of health in a church may be a very
difficult concept to grasp. Indeed church health has become a much more complex issue
now that this study has been completed.
Contributions to Research Methodology

Through the creation of our scientifically designed, tested, and implemented tool,
we have fbrthered the knowledge of church health. Many talk about church health as it
correlates to church growth. Through ow assessments we were able to show how it
correlates in our context.
Like many studies this research opens more questions than it does answers. What
really is church health? I believe each church does have a measure of health; however, to
simplFfy it to eight categories is too plain for such a complex issue. Indeed church health
maybe more of a subjective issue than an objective one. A one-armed person feels
healthier than a person with no anns,or maybe not. Attitude has a lot to do with one’s
overall health.

Is church health really an attitude or is it actual actions? Will positive attitudes
always lead to positive actions? If so, why were the growth numbers so incredibly small?
Further Studies
I think the Beeson Church Health survey tool is a good tool that needs some
refmements. I would like to see not only the tool refined but also a revision on the
implementation of the tool. For instance someone could survey a church in a pre- and
post-test situation. Have the participants take the test first. Then expose them to healthy,
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growing churches. Then have them take the survey again seeing how self-perception
affects one’s overall health.

I would also like to see a larger sample size completed Within the GAGB. A more
accurate measure of overall health could be determined with a larger sample size. The
homogeneity of the GAGB congregations can color their sense of health. If the GAGB
are going to be able to see themselves as healthy, they will need to associate with
churches of other denominations. Shalom is not reserved for only one denomination.
Rather the giR of shaZom is for all that are followers of Christ. Therefore the GAGB
could find other denominations of like belief and see how other churches are

experiencing church health.
Finally a more thorough demographic study of the participants and of the church
would be he1pfi.d in understanding the health of the church. When one goes to the doctor
for a physical examination, the doctors wants a family medical history. In the same way,
the church health history of the particular congregation would prove valuable in assessing
overall health.
Personal Reflections
At the beginning of the project, I thought that church health was the answer for
the difficulties experienced by GAGB. However, like most things in He, answers are not
that easy to come by. The church is more than just an organism; it is a spiritual organism
designed by the greatest designer of all. To think that through a simple survey changes
could be made that would right the course of the church was simply too idealistic.
Still the study that we have completed provides the groundwork necessary to
begin the change process. What we have learned is that the changes will be completed
not by scientific measures alone but by the artistry of true ministry. As Christian leaders
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work arm in arm together with the Holy Spirit, the church can become the Bride of Christ
that He longs for it to be.
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APPENDIX A
List of Health Question According to Characteristic

Authentic Community
18. I enjoy getting together with other people from my church outside of church events
25. I have a close enough relationship with several people in my church that I can
discuss my deepest concerns with them.
3 1. I believe that interpersonal conflict or misconduct is dealt with appropriately and in a
biblical manner.
38. I have experienced a lot ofjoy and laughter in our church.
45. I experience deep, honest relationships with a few other people in my church.
52. The love and acceptance I have experienced inspires me to invite others to my
church.
Empowering Leadership:
59. The leaders and members of ow church enjoy and trust one another.
66. The leaders of our church seem to be available when needed.
19. The leaders of our church seem rather defensive.
26. Our church is lead by individual(s) who articulate vision and achieve results.
32. New ministry ideas are normally appreciated and encouraged.
39. There are few training opportunities in our church.
46. The lay people of our church receive fiequent training.
Engaging Worship
53. I look forward to attending worship services at this church.
60. When I leave a worship service, I feel like I have “connected” with other
worshippers.
67. When I leave a worship service, I feel I have had a meaninghl experience with God.
20. I find the sermons convicting, challenging and encouraging to my walk with God.
27. I find the worship services spiritually inspiring.
33. The music in the church services helps me worship God.
40. The worship at this church is so inspiring I like to invite my Eends.
Functional Structures
47. Excellence is an important value in how we accomplish ministry.
54. I have confidence in the management and spending of our church’s financial
resources.
61. My church is open to changes that would increase our ability to reach and disciple
people.
67. We have an effective and efficient decision making process in my church.
21. Our church has a very clear purpose and well-defined values.
28. Our church clearly communicates our mission statement.
34. I do not h o w my church‘s plans and direction for the years ahead.
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Intentional Evangelism
41. This church teaches that Jesus Christ is the only way to heaven
48. This church shows the love of Christ in practical ways.
55. In our church the importance of sharing Christ is often discussed.
62. Our church has very few programs, which appeal to non-Christians.
69. People rarely come to know Jesus Christ as their savior in our church.
22. My local church actively reaches out to its neighborhood through spiritual and
community service.
63. I share my faith with non-believing family and friends.
Mobilized Laity
35.
42.
49.
56.
23.
70.

I am actively involved in a ministry of this church.
I do not know my spiritual gift(s).
I enjoy the tasks I do in the church.
I feel that my role in the church is very important.
My church af6rms me in my ministry tasks.
The teaching ministry of this church encourages me to be involved in ministry.

Passionate Spirituality:
29.
36.
43.
50.
57.
64.
71.

Prayer is a highlight of the worship service.
Our church relies upon the power and presence of God to accomplish ministry.
There is a sense of expectation surrounding our church.
There is an atmosphere of generosity within our church.
Our church emphasizes the person and presence of the Holy Spirit.
This church operates through the power and presence of God.
I currently enjoy a greater intimacy with God than at any other time in my life.

Transforming Discipleship
24. I regularly practice the spiritual disciplines brayer, Bible study, fasting, and
meditation).
30. Tithing is a priority in my life.
37. My prayer life reflects a deep dependence on God concerning the practical aspects of
He.
44. Our church has a clear process that develops people’s spiritual gift(s).
5 1. I would describe my personal spiritual life as growing.
58. My church needs to place more emphasis on the power of prayer.
65. I rarely consult God’s word to find answers to He’s issues.

17. The size of our facility is adequate for our current ministries - This question is a
demographic question rather than a health characteristic category.
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APPENDIX B
Pastor’s Survey

Contextual Factors
This survey should be completed by the pastor or designated leader. Thank you for
participating. Your answers will provide valuable information about your local context.
Please answer the questions to the best of your ability.
Note: You will be asked to provide information regarding “baptisms” and “conversions.”
We recognize that the definition of these terms varies among Christians. Please interpret
these terms in a way consistent with your denominational understanding.
1. What is the name of your church?
2. What is the name of the town your church is located in?

3. What is the denomination of your church?
4. How long have you served as Senior Pastor of this church? (Circle one)

0-2 yrs.

3-6 JTS.

7-10 JTS.

10-15yrs.

Over 15yrs.

10-15yrs.

Over 15yrs.

5. What is the age of the facility? (Circle one)
1-3 FS.

3-5yrs.

5-10~~.

6. How large is the population within 20 minutes of your church? (CircIe one)
Under 5000

5000-15000

15000-50000 50,000-200,OO

200,000+

7. What was the average weekend worship attendance for the following years:
1995
1996

1997
1998
1999
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8. How many baptisms occurred in the following years:
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
9. How many conversions were recorded in the following years:
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
10. What is the membership recorded in the following years:
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
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APPENDIX C

WHAT IS YOUR CHURCH'S HEALTH
QUOTIENT?

Instructions: This survey is designed to assess the general health of local
congregations. The entire survey generally takes 10-15 minutes to complete. Your name
and answers will remain anonymous. For best results, complete the survey quickly
without pausing to consider any one item in depth. Thank you for participating.
1. Name of your church?
2. Name of the town in which your church is located?
.

3. Yourage
4. Gender
4.1
4.2

.

Male
Female

5 , Marital status
5.1
Single
5.2
Married
W i do wed
5.3

5.4

Other:

6. Number of children
7. The following are a regular part of my spiritual life (check all that apply):

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7

Bible Study
Devotional times
Family devotional time
Involvement in minis try (Christian service)
Prayer
Sharing my faith with others
Other spiritual disciplines (fasting, etc.):

8. Are you a member of this church?
8.I
Yes
8.2
No
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9. Which best describes your current involvement with the local church you attend most?
check one)
8.1
Attendee only
8.2
Leadership board member
8.3
Ministry leaderkeacher
8.4
Pastoral Staff
1O.Approximately how many years have you been involved with this particular church?
1 1.Which of the following best describes how often you attend weekend worship
services? (check one)
11.1
Visitor
11.2
Less than once a month
11.3
1-2 times a month
11.4
3 $. times a month

12. In the past year, approximately what percentage of your total income from all sources did
you give to your local church?
%

13. The current staff, for the ministries of your church, is.. .? (check one)
13.1
Understaffed
13.2
Adequate

13.3

Overstaffed

14. I actively participate in a small group or ministry team
14.1
Yes
14.2
No

15. How would you describe the community within which your church is located? (check one)
15.1
Growing and thriving
15.2
Plateaued
15.3
Declining
16. I would describe my personal spiritual life as: (check one only)

16.1
16.2
16.3

Growing
P 1ateaued
Declining
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MARKING INSTRUCTIONS
Use a No. 2 pencil or a blue or black ink pen only.
Do not use pens with ink that soaks through the paper.
Make solid marks that fill the response completely.
Make no stray marks on this form.

CORRECT:

INCORRECT:
Stronglv
/qrc,?

17.

The size of our facility is adequate for our current ministries.

18.

I enjoy getting together with other people from my church outside of

19.
20.

The leaders of our church seem rather defensive.
I find the sermons convicting, challenging and encouraging to my walk

21.

with God.
My local church has a very clear purpose and well-defined values.

22.

My local church actively reaches out to its neighborhood through

23.
24.

spiritual and corninunity service.
My church affirms me in my ministry tasks.
I regularly practice the spiritual disciplines (prayer, Bible study, fasting,

25.

and meditation.
I have a close enough relationship with several people in my church that I

church events.

26.

can discuss my deepest concerns with them.
Our church is lead by individual(s) who articulate vision and achieve
results. The leaders of our church articulate vision and achieve results.

27.

I find the worship services spiritually inspiring.

28.

Our church clearly communicates our mission statement
Prdyer is a highlight of the worship service.
Tithing is a priority in my Me.
I believe that interpersonal conflict is health with appropriately

29.
30.
31.

and in a biblical manner.

32.
33.
34.
35.
3 6.

New ministry ideas are normally appreciated and encouraged.
The music in the church services help me worship God.

I do not know m y church's plans and direction for the years ahead.
I am actively involved in a ministry of this church.
Our church relies upon the power and presence of God to
accomplish nlinistry.

37.

My prayer life reflects a deep dependence on God concerning the

3 8.

practical aspects of life.
I have experienced a lot of joy and laughter in my church.

Agree

Sornerulrat
Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Stronpfy
Agree

39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

There are few training opportunities in our church.
The worship at this church is so inspiring that I like to invite my
friends.
This church teaches that Jesus Christ is the only way to heaven.
1 do not know my spiritual gift(s).

There is a sense of expectation surrounding our church.
This church has a clear process that develops people's spiritual gift(s).

I experience deep, honest relationships with a few other people in my
church.

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

The lay people of our church receive frequent training.
Excellence is an important value in how we accomplish ministry.

52.

The love and acceptance I have experienced inspires me to invite

51.

53.
54.

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

This church shows the love of Christ in practical ways.

I enjoy the tasks I do in church.
There is an atmosphere of generosity within our church.
I would describe my personal spiritual life as growing.
others to my church.
I look forward to attending worship serves at this church.
I have confidence in the management and spending of our church's
financial resources.

In our church the importance of sharing Christ is often discussed.
I feel that m y role in the church is very important.
Our church emphasizes the person and presence of the Holy Spirit.
My church needs to place more emphasis on the power of prayer.
The leaders and niembers of our church enjoy and trust one another.
When I leave a worship service, I feel like I have "connected" with
other worshippers.
61. My church is open to changes that would increase our ability to reach
and disciple people.
62. Our church has very few programs, which appeal to non-Christians.
I share my faith with non-believing family and friends.
G3.
84. This church operates through the power and presence of God.
65. I rarely consult God's word to find answers to life's issues.
GB. The leaders of our church seem to be available when needed.
G7. .When I leave a worship service I feel I have had a meaningful
experience with God.
68. We have an effective and efficient decision making process in our
church.
69. People rarely come to know Jesus Christ as their savior in our church.
70.
The teaching ministry of this church encourages me to be involved in
ministry.
71.
I currently enjoy a greater intimacy with God than at any other tine in
my life.

ng,.&
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Somewhat
Agree

DlsagTpo

Stroflg!i

Disagree
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